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Introduction

 

(This introduction is not part of IEEE Std C37.96-2000, IEEE Guide for AC Motor Protection.)

 

The following changes have been made in this revision of the AC Motor Protection Guide:

— A glossary of component and terminology definitions has been added as Clause 3.

— Clause 6 has been modified to include more application guidance for the protection of adjustable-
speed drives and motor systems. 

— Clause 8 has been added to discuss the advantages, benefits, and issues regarding the application of
the multifunction, microprocessor-based protection systems because of their widespread use on
motor applications.These benefits are discussed in generic terms and are generally obtained when
applying this type of protection system. The areas are thermal modeling capability, integration of
functions into one package, control, data collection/reporting/remote communications, and certain
application issues. Additionally, Clause 8 was added to provide more guidance for the application of
multifunction, microprocessor-based protection systems. 
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IEEE Guide for AC Motor Protection

1. Scope

This application guide presents generally accepted methods of protection for ac motors. It identifi
summarizes the functions necessary for adequate protection of motors based on type, size, and ap
This guide does not purport to detail the protective requirements of all motors in every situation. W
does provide is enough information and guidance for the user to implement adequate protection for 
lar applications.

The recommendations in this guide are based on typical types of installations. However, sufficien
ground information relating to protection requirements, applications, and setting philosophy is provi
enable the reader to determine required protective functions for motor installation. The protective fun
discussed in this guide can also be implemented with multifunction, microprocessor-based protecti
tems (digital systems). A complete discussion of this type of protection system’s attributes is included
guide.   

Relay protection of squirrel-cage, wound-rotor induction motors, and synchronous motors is pre
herein, with a review of the generally accepted forms of motor protection. This guide also summariz
uses of relays and devices, individually and in combination, so the user may select the necessary eq
to obtain adequate motor protection.

This guide is concerned primarily with the protection of three-phase, integral horsepower motors and
able-speed motors where specifically indicated. Its recommendations are of a general nature, des
cover typical motor installations. Sufficient background information on objectives, application, and s
philosophy is presented.

The following outline describes the order in which information is presented in this guide:

a) Clause 2 lists applicable references.

b) Clause 3 contains a glossary of terminology.

c) Clause 4 gives a brief description of the design of induction and synchronous motors. It als
cusses various types of switching and control devices used to interrupt low- and medium-v
motors, and provides schematics that show how these devices are controlled and protected.

d) Clause 5 gives a brief description of the damaging effect on a motor of abnormal voltage, c
temperature, and incorrect operating conditions or procedures. A clear understanding of the 
cal and mechanical response of the motor to these abnormalities will greatly assist the u
evaluating the need for, and the means of obtaining, adequate motor protection in any situatio
Copyright © 2000 IEEE. All rights reserved. 1
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e) Clause 6 presents detailed recommendations for good engineering practice in a series of ta
diagrams. The tables and diagrams are classified according to type of switching, normal sour
age, and motor and circuit ratings; they show the combinations of devices normally applied 
associated protective function. See Table 7 for a complete listing of all device designations
American National Standard Institute (ANSI) and National Electrical Manufacturer’s Associa
(NEMA)] used in this guide. Also included in this clause is application guidance for protectio
adjustable-speed drive applications. 

f) Clause 7 includes a discussion of the various factors that must be considered in determining 
ting of each relay, protective function, or device. Whenever it is applicable, information is pro
on the desirability of using a device to actuate an alarm or a trip.

g) Clause 8 includes a discussion of the important aspects of multifunction, microprocessor
motor protection systems. Five areas are covered that illustrate the enhancements in funct
and the additional features these types of protection systems provide.

2. References

This guide shall be used in conjunction with the following publications. When the following standard
superseded by an approved revision, the revision shall apply. 

ANSI C37.06-1997, American National Standard for Switchgear—AC High-Voltage Circuit Breakers R
on a Symmetrical Current Basis—Preferred Ratings and Related Capabilities.1

ANSI C37.16-1997, American National Standard for Switchgear—Low-Voltage Power Circuit Breaker
AC Power Circuit Protectors—Preferred Ratings, Related Requirements and Application Recommend

ANSI C50.10-1987, General Requirements for Synchronous Machines (IEC 34-1-1969).

ANSI C50.41-1982, American National Standard for Polyphase Induction Motors for Power Gene
Stations.

ANSI/NEMA ICS 1-Rev. 2 (1990), General Standards for Industrial Control and Systems.

ANSI/NEMA ICS 2-1988, Industrial Control Devices, Controllers, and Assemblies.

ANSI/NFPA 70-1999, National Electrical Code® (NEC®).

IEEE Std C37.010-1999, IEEE Application Guide for AC High-Voltage Circuit Breakers Rated on a 
metrical Current Basis.2

IEEE Std C37.2-1996, IEEE Standard Electrical Power System Device Function Numbers and C
Designations.

IEEE Std C37.13-1990 (Reaff 1995), IEEE Standard for Low-Voltage AC Power Circuit Breakers Us
Enclosures.

IEEE Std C37.90-1989 (Reaff 1994), IEEE Standard for Relays and Relay Systems Associated with 
Power Apparatus. 

1ANSI publications are available from the Sales Department, American National Standards Institute, 11 West 42nd Street, 13or,
New York, NY 10036, USA (http://www.ansi.org/).
2IEEE publications are available from the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, 445 Hoes Lane, P.O. Box 1331, Pistaway,
NJ 08855-1331, USA (http://standards.ieee.org/).
2 Copyright © 2000 IEEE. All rights reserved.
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IEEE Std C37.100-1992, IEEE Standard Definitions for Power Switchgear.

IEEE Std C37.101-1993, IEEE Guide for Generator Ground Protection.

IEEE Std C37.102-1995, IEEE Guide for AC Generator Protection.

IEEE Std C62.2-1987 (Reaff 1994), IEEE Guide for the Application of Gapped Silicon-Carbide S
Arresters for Alternating Current Systems.

IEEE Std C62.22-1997, IEEE Guide for the Application of Metal-Oxide Surge Arresters for Alterna
Current Systems.

IEEE C62.92.1-1987 (Reaff 1993), IEEE Guide for the Application of Neutral Grounding in Electrical 
ity Systems, Part I—Introduction.

IEEE Std 242-1986 (Reaff 1991), IEEE Recommended Practice for Protection and Coordination of 
trial and Commercial Power Systems (IEEE Buff Book).

IEEE Std 522-1992 (Reaff 1998), IEEE Guide for Testing Turn-to-Turn Insulation on Form-Wound S
Coils for Alternating-Current Rotating Electric Machines. 

IEEE Std 620-1996, IEEE Guide for the Presentation of Thermal Limit Curves for Squirrel Cage Ind
Machines.

NEMA AB1-1993, Standards for Molded Case Circuit Breakers.3

NEMA FU1-1986, Standards for Low-Voltage Cartridge Fuses.

NEMA MG1-1998, Motors and Generators.

NEMA MG10-1994, Energy Management Guide for Selection and Use of Polyphase Motors.

NEMA SG3-1995, Standards for Low-Voltage Power Circuit Breakers, Section SG3, 28-9.5, Applicat
Fused Circuit Breakers to Full-Voltage Motor Starting and Running Duty of Three-Phase, 60 Hz Moto

3. AC motor terminology glossary

For purposes of this guide, the following terms and definitions apply. These terms and definitions ar
monly used in the industry and found in both IEEE 100-1996 [B152]4 and NEMA MG-1-1998. IEEE 100-
1996 should be referenced for terms not defined in this clause.

3.1 accelerating thermal limit (loci): The time-current relationship limit based on the allowable tempe
ture limit of the rotor during the accelerating (starting) process.

3.2 accelerating time-current curve: The characteristic starting current vs. time curve representing
motor acceleration at a given applied voltage.

3.3 accelerating torque: The net torque between the motor capability torque and load torque durin
starting process, which accelerates the motor and load to operating speed. 

3NEMA publications are available from Global Engineering Documents, 15 Inverness Way East, Englewood, Colorado 8011
(http://global.ihs.com/).
4The numbers in brackets correspond to those of the bibliography in Annex B.
Copyright © 2000 IEEE. All rights reserved. 3
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3.4 breakdown torque: The maximum torque that a motor will develop with rated voltage at rated 
quency, where an abrupt drop in speed will not occur.

3.5 damper winding limited: A synchronous motor that is thermally limited by its damper winding.

3.6 field winding: The rotor circuit on an ac synchronous motor, which consists of winding connected
dc source and produces the main electromagnetic field of the motor.

3.7 high-inertia load: A load that has a moment of inertia that exceeds normal values, as describ
NEMA MG-1-1993, and for which the motor needs to be designed to have both thermal and mec
capability to accelerate the load to operating speed without exceeding its limits.

3.8 load torque: The torque required by mechanically driven equipment across the operating speed ra

3.9 locked-rotor current: The steady-state motor current with the rotor locked, when supplied fro
source at rated voltage and frequency. 

3.10 locked-rotor impedance: The impedance at the motor terminals during the locked-rotor condition

3.11 locked-rotor thermal limit (permissible locked-rotor time): The maximum permissible safe time vs
locked-rotor current flowing in the windings at rated voltage and frequency.

3.12 locked-rotor torque: The minimum torque that a motor will develop at rest, for all angular position
the rotor, at rated voltage and frequency.

3.13 loss of synchronism (out of step): A condition that exists when the synchronous machine has lost 
chronism with respect to the supply system.

3.14 motor torque capability: The torque capability of the motor, supplied with rated voltage and 
quency across the operating speed range, during the starting and running processes.

3.15 pull-in torque: The maximum constant torque of a synchronous motor under which the motor wil
its connected inertia load into synchronism, at rated voltage and frequency, when its field excita
applied.

3.16 pull-up torque: The minimum torque developed by the motor during the period of acceleration 
rest to the speed at which breakdown torque occurs.

3.17 rotor: The rotating component of an ac motor that contains the field winding, which may be wou
of the squirrel-cage type. In the case of the synchronous motor, the field winding may be energized fr
source.

3.18 rotor limited: A motor that is thermally limited by its rotor system.

3.19 running thermal capability: A plot of maximum permissible time vs. percent of rated current flow
in the motor winding when the motor is running.

3.20 service factor: A multiplier which, when applied to the rated horsepower, indicates a permis
horsepower loading that may be carried under the conditions specified for the service factor.

3.21 slip cycle: When a synchronous motor slips out of step (loss of synchronism) a complete 360° with
respect to the supply source.
4 Copyright © 2000 IEEE. All rights reserved.
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3.22 slip frequency: The frequency of a induction motor rotor’s voltage and current when the rotor is r
ing at some value of slip.

3.23 starting current: The current required by the motor during the starting process to accelerate the 
and load to operating speed. Maximum starting current at rated voltage is drawn at the time of energ

3.24 starting time: The time required to accelerate the load to operating speed.

3.25 starting torque: The rated motor torque capability during start at rated voltage and frequency.

3.26 stator: The stationary component of an ac motor that contains the armature winding and stator c

3.27 stator-limited: A motor that is thermally limited by its stator system.

3.28 squirrel-cage winding: A rotor circuit that consists of conducting bars, connected with an end rin
each end, which constitute the rotor winding. Voltages are induced on this circuit which, in turn, pro
current flow. Interaction between the stator and rotor fields creates the electromagnetic torque of the

3.29 thermal limit curve (cold): A plot of maximum permissible time vs. percent of rated current flowing
the motor winding when the motor is started from ambient temperature.

3.30 thermal limit curve (hot): A plot of maximum permissible time vs. percent of rated current flowing
the motor winding when the motor is started from rated operating temperature.

3.31 wound rotor winding: The rotor circuit on a wound rotor induction motor, which consists o
polyphase winding that carries the alternating current produced by induction. 

4. Equipment description

4.1 Induction motors

The stator winding (armature windings) of an induction motor is connected to the power line. The w
in the rotor slots is not connected to any power lines, but receives its current by means of induction.
is transferred to the rotor by means of the magnetic field. Depending on the type of power supply, th
winding is either polyphase (usually three-phase) or single-phase. The rotor winding is designed as 
polyphase winding (wound rotor winding, usually three-phase) or a squirrel-cage winding. In the w
rotor induction motor, the conductors of the rotor winding are insulated and are brought out to slip
which are connected to a starting or control device. In the squirrel-cage induction motor, the conduc
the rotor are not insulated, but consist of bare conductors set into the slots. These conductors are c
together solidly by a conducting metallic ring at each end that is compatible with the conductor alloy.

4.2 Synchronous motors

Polyphase synchronous motors have stators and stator windings (armature windings) similar to t
induction motors. The rotor of the synchronous motor, however, differs considerably from that of the 
tion motor. The rotor has poles, usually salient, corresponding to the number of stator winding pole
poles are wound with many turns of wire, and a direct current is circulated through the winding to 
alternately north and south magnetic flux poles.
Copyright © 2000 IEEE. All rights reserved. 5
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The dc excitation may be applied to the field windings through brush rigging and slip rings, or by mea
brushless excitation system consisting of an ac exciter, rectifier, and control equipment mounted on th
ing element. 

To start a synchronous motor, it is normally necessary to have a number of bars embedded in the fac
pole, short-circuited at each end to form a squirrel cage (called amortisseur or damper winding) sim
that found in the induction motor. Furthermore, the field winding must be disconnected from the dc 
and shorted, usually by means of an appropriate starting and field-discharge resistor during starting
the synchronous motor is normally started as an induction motor).

The differences between control and motor protection of the synchronous motor, as compared to th
tion motor, are related to the rotor construction. Since dc excitation is required for synchronous ope
and synchronous operation is fundamental to the synchronous motor, protection against both loss
and loss of synchronism should be provided. During starting, the control equipment generally is requ
ensure, automatically and accurately, that the rotor speed has reached a proper value before the dc 
is applied. The synchronous motor rotor thermal capability and its allowable stall time (permissible lo
rotor time) are generally much less than for an induction motor, and special protection for the d
winding must be provided.

However, since the synchronous motor’s stator, bearings, and enclosure variations are essentially the
those of the induction motor, protection schemes for these parts are basically the same. 

4.3 Switching and control

All motors require the following functions to be incorporated into their control and switching equipme

a) Stator disconnection means

b) Stator fault-interrupting devices

c) Stator switching means 

Various devices used for these functions are described in 4.3.1, 4.3.2, and 4.3.3. All three functions
provided in a single device. In some applications, two or three devices may be required. In addition
chronous motor must have some means of field switching. 

In this subclause, the general types of stator and field interrupting and control devices are describe
devices have been primarily specified with the protection of the motor in mind. In some cases, the q
of interruption to production is a very vital consideration for the user, and protection of certain motor
be secondary. In this case, see 5.7.2.1.1 and 5.7.2.1.2. 

4.3.1 AC line-interrupting control devices

Since the protective device generally provides only for the detection of an abnormality, it is neces
consider the interrupting device in selecting the overall protection package. Although a detailed rev
such devices is beyond the scope of this guide, a summary of their application and limitations is esse

4.3.1.1 Low-voltage magnetic contactor with circuit breaker or fuses (up to 600 V)—motor 
control center (MCC)

These controllers consist of a magnetic contactor used for starting or stopping the motor. The cont
equipped with thermal overload (heaters) and loss-of-voltage protection. Loss-of-voltage protection is
ent with magnetic contactors when used with integral control power supply and three-wire control c
Loss-of-voltage protection in this context indicates that the supply power is interrupted and the disc
tion is maintained. The voltage must fall sufficiently to permit the contactor to open and break the 
6 Copyright © 2000 IEEE. All rights reserved.
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circuit, and may not protect the motor against undervoltage operation. Short-circuit protection may b
vided either by the magnetic trip of the circuit breaker or by fuses. The circuit breaker may also serve
disconnecting means, whereas a separate disconnecting means is required in fused starters. 

4.3.1.2 NEMA Class E1 high-voltage motor controllers (2200–4800 V)

Standards for these motor controllers are given in ANSI/NEMA ICS 2-1988, and the ratings are lis
Table 2-324-2 of that document. These controllers consist of a medium-voltage magnetic contactor u
starting and stopping the motor, with thermal overload and undervoltage protection similar to that lis
the low-voltage units. In addition, fault protection is provided by instantaneous overcurrent (IOC) rel
trip a circuit breaker. Other relaying is added as described in Clause 6. The circuit breaker may also 
the disconnecting means.     

4.3.1.3 NEMA Class E2 high-voltage motor controllers (2200–4800 V)

These motor controllers are similar to the Class E1 controllers described in 4.3.1.2, except that the s
cuit protective relays are omitted and fault-interrupting fuses are added. The fuses operate for fault
magnitudes above the interrupting capability of the main contactor. Special care is required in ap
instantaneous relaying so that the contactor does not attempt to interrupt current magnitudes above
tactor rating. In many cases, the contactor opening time is greater than the maximum clearing time
fuse. However, when large motors (2000 hp and above) are supplied by fused contactors, fuse cleari
are increased, which may require delaying contactor opening. 

4.3.2 Switchgear-type motor control

Power circuit breakers can be used for motor control of all stator-disconnecting, fault-interrupting
switching functions. Standards are available that cover the application and limitations of ac power 
breakers for these functions. For example, ANSI C37.16-1988 shows the application of low-volta
power circuit breakers for full-voltage motor starting and running duty of three-phase, 60 Hz, 40 °
motors; whereas ANSI C37.16-1988 covers the limitations related to repetitive duty and normal m
nance. ANSI C37.06-1987 shows the number of operations for various operating conditions that 
performed on medium-voltage circuit breakers before maintenance is required. 

4.3.3 Field switching equipment

All synchronous motors are provided with some form of field application equipment to apply the dc s
at the appropriate point (time or speed). The control of this power supply must be integrated with the
control. For smaller motors, contactors are used to switch the power supply to the field. On larger 
field circuit breakers may be needed. Two methods are commonly used to apply the dc supply to b
synchronous motor fields. In one method, an ac power supply is applied to a rotating transformer who
put is rectified and supplied to the field. The other method uses a dc supply to an ac exciter whose o
rectified and supplied to the field. The equipment that rectifies ac power to the dc field is contained
rotating element. 

4.4 Effect of ac and dc control equipment

Synchronous motors require both stator and field control circuits. The control circuit requirements for 
tion motors depend on the type; for example, a squirrel-cage induction motor requires only stator c
and the wound rotor type requires, additionally, a rotor circuit control. A variety of ac or dc control ci
are used for these purposes. Some examples of stator control schematics are shown in the simplifie
of Figure 1, Figure 2, and Figure 3. 
Copyright © 2000 IEEE. All rights reserved. 7
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Figure 1—Three-wire control circuit with loss-of-voltage protection
(field control not shown)

Figure 2—Three-wire control circuit with time-delay loss-of-voltage protection
8 Copyright © 2000 IEEE. All rights reserved.
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4.4.1 Stator control equipment

Protection from extremely low or complete loss of line voltage is an inherent feature of the nonlatche
of ac motor controllers. These devices are not designed to release at any specific level of voltage. A 
of protection against low line voltage is available because the contactors are maintained closed by p
taken directly from the motor line or from a control power transformer. The line contactors must be clo
85% of rated line voltage, according to ANSI/NEMA ICS 2-1988, 110.41 (b), while the dropout point 
defined and may vary from 20% to 70% of rated voltage (typically 70%). The line contactor will drop
if a severe voltage dip or complete loss of line voltage should occur while a motor is running.   

4.4.1.1 Three-wire control with loss-of-voltage protection

When the circuit shown in Figure 1 is used, the contactor (M) is maintained through an auxiliary con
parallel with the start pushbutton. If the contactor should open due to low line voltage, the coil circuit 
ken by the auxiliary control contact, and the motor cannot restart until the start pushbutton is operate
type of protection is referred to as three-wire control with loss-of-voltage protection. During a condit
low line voltage, a synchronous motor acts as a source of reactive power for a short period of tim
therefore, tends to maintain its ac terminal voltage for a considerably longer period than an induction
Voltage-sensitive contactors cannot be relied upon in this instance, since the motor may generate s
voltage to prevent the contactor from dropping out. See 5.7.2.1.2 for information on the protection
motor for this condition.

4.4.1.2 Three-wire control with time-delay loss-of-voltage protection

When it is desired to ensure that the motor will continue to operate during voltage dips or outages o
duration, a control circuit similar to that shown in Figure 2 can be used. This is referred to as three-wi
trol with time-delay loss-of-voltage protection; it consists of a time-delay undervoltage (UV) relay
maintains a sealing contact for a definite period after a voltage failure. It should be noted that the co
(M) may drop out during the voltage dip, but will pick up again when the voltage is restored if the unde
age time delay has not been exceeded.

Figure 3—Two-wire control circuit with loss-of-voltage release
Copyright © 2000 IEEE. All rights reserved. 9
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4.4.1.3 Two-wire control

When the auxiliary control contact (M) of Figure 1 is omitted, and the start-stop pushbutton is replace
a toggle or latched switch and a knife switch, pressure switch, or other type of maintained contact 
device, the two-wire control of Figure 3 results. With this scheme, the line contactor opens on any lo
age below the dropout value to disconnect the motor. The motor automatically restarts when su
voltage is restored to close the line contactor. This arrangement is referred to as two-wire control wi
of- voltage release. This two-wire control arrangement has the disadvantage that several motors on t
power system will attempt to restart simultaneously when voltage is restored. Such a strain on a syst
depress the voltage to the point where the motors would never be able to accelerate to full speed (
80% to 90% of motor rated voltage). This is because the starting torque of a motor is proportional to
of the applied voltage to the motor terminals. In addition, unexpected automatic restarting after rest
of voltage may not be desirable. When the two-wire control is used, overload relays with automati
should not be applied. When the automatic reset overload relays are installed in this arrangement, 
load causes the motor to shut down, but the motor is restarted when the relays reset. The cyc
continue until the motor is damaged.

Synchronous motors would probably pull out of step if restored automatically; therefore, the sche
Figure 3 is not recommended for them. 

4.4.1.4 Circuit breaker control

When circuit breakers are used for motor control, no inherent tripping occurs for low (or zero) line vo
These devices are latched and must be tripped by operating a specific device or contact. 

4.4.2 Field-control equipment

Switching the field of a synchronous motor is complicated by the fact that the field may be any 
following:

a) A brush-type field (i.e., one supplied power through slip rings on the shaft and associated b
that derives its direct current from 

1) A shaft-driven dc excite.

2) A separate motor-generator set. 

3) A separate static rectifier.

b) A brushless-type field that requires

1) DC excitation for the field of a rotating ac exciter.

2) AC excitation for the primary of a rotating transformer.

Generally, the field application circuit must 

1) Provide a discharge path for the alternating current induced in the motor field during sta
This circuit may require opening of the field-discharge-resistor circuit when excitatio
applied to the motor field. 

2) Apply field at a suitable speed (95% to 99%) and (with some equipment) at a favorable po
of the rotor poles with respect to the rotating flux. 

3) Automatically remove field on impending pullout.

4) Automatically resynchronize upon restoration of favorable conditions, or provide shutd
whichever is desired.
10 Copyright © 2000 IEEE. All rights reserved.
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4.4.2.1 Brush-type (slip rings)

A typical low-voltage, brush-type synchronous motor control is shown in Figure 4. The details of ope
vary with the particular equipment supplied by different manufacturers and with different motor ap
tions. The general sequence of operation is as follows: closure of the start pushbutton energi
line-contactor coil (M), connecting the motor stator to the ac line and sealing in around the pushbutto

The motor accelerates as an induction motor with its field connected across its starting (and disch
resistor. A thermal relay (26F) for damper winding protection is in series with this resistor. Should the
fail to start and accelerate, the relay operates to open the line-contactor coil circuit. This protection
cussed in 3.3. It is frequently important that the field be applied at the proper speed and at a fa
position of the rotor with respect to the rotating flux in the machine. To accomplish this, coordinat
required between the field application or synchronizing relay (56 dc) and an ac holding coil (56 ac).
the line contactor (M) closes, its auxiliary contact energizes the closing coil (56 dc), which energiz
timing relay (2) and opens the field contactor (41) coil circuit. The timing relay is used to prevent the
cation of field until the proper time. When the timer reaches its actuating position, the field application
closing coil (56 dc) is de-energized, leaving the operation of this relay dependent upon the variable 
age signal appearing across the starting resistor, as detected by the holding coil (56 ac). This relay w
out when the time interval between half waves of the rectified induced field current exceeds the relay
This occurs at 94% to 98% of synchronous speed, at which time its contacts will close, energizing t
contactor (41).

4.4.2.2 Brushless-type

In brushless-type synchronous motor control, the motor field and the field application circuit are moun
the motor shaft. Alternating current is still required for the line contactor and the exciter field. These c

Figure 4—Typical brush-type synchronous motor control
Copyright © 2000 IEEE. All rights reserved. 11
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are, in general, similar to those for the brush-type motor and need not be repeated. A typical control
inherent in a brushless-type motor and mounted with the rotating equipment, is shown in Figure 5 an
ates as follows. The SCR2 is fired during a synchronous motor startup (induction motor stage) for ac
the field-discharge resistor. The control circuit holds the rectifier SCR1 from firing until the slip frequ
becomes very small, which is approaching synchronous speed; it then fires the rectifier SCR1 at the
time, and thus applies excitation to the synchronous motor field. At the same time, the field-discharg
tor is removed from the circuit (deactivating) by removing the gate signal of the rectifier SCR2.
frequency-sensitive part of the control circuit ensures that the field excitation is applied at the proper
speed for successful synchronizing. 

5. Motor protection requirements

5.1 Pullout and stall protection

5.1.1 Induction-motor stalling

An induction motor stalls when the load torque exceeds the breakdown torque and causes its s
decrease to zero, or to some stable operating point well below rated speed. This occurs when the
shaft load is greater than the producing motor torque due to the suppression of the motor terminal 
Also, a stall condition can occur when an excessive mechanical load is applied beyond motor torque 
ity. This condition will develop motor current equal to or approaching locked-rotor current. 

5.1.2 Synchronous motor loss of synchronism (pullout)

When a synchronous motor loses synchronism with respect to the system frequency with whic
connected, it is referred to as “out of step.” This condition occurs when the following actions take plac
vidually or in combination: 

a) Excessive load is applied to the shaft

b) The supply voltage is reduced excessively

c) The motor excitation is too low

Figure 5—Typical brushless-type synchronous motor control
12 Copyright © 2000 IEEE. All rights reserved.
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Torque pulsations applied to the shaft of a synchronous motor are also a possible cause of loss of 
nism, if the pulsations occur at an unfavorable period relative to the natural frequency of the roto
respect to the power system. 

A prevalent cause of loss of synchronism is a fault occurring on the supply system. Fault-clearing tim
location, fault type, and system configuration are significant factors relating to the stability of the moto
fault clearing, multiple ties, and remoteness of faults favor stability.

Underexcitation of the machine is a common cause of out-of-step operation. This may be caused b
rect tripping of the rotor field circuit breaker (or contactor), or by opening or short circuiting the field ci
When loss of synchronism (pullout) occurs, and the motor is not separated from the system on the fi
slippage, field excitation must be disconnected and the field connected to the discharge resistor imm
This minimizes the current that flows until the motor can be isolated. The motor should then be isol
quickly as possible, because this is not an acceptable long-term operating condition.

5.1.3 Electrical quantities change during a stall

For an induction motor to stall during normal operation, the load torque must exceed the breakdown
as described in 5.1.1. During this process, the motor current will increase rapidly (which is called “
current” or “locked rotor”) until the breakdown torque is reached. Beyond breakdown torque, the moto
rent continues to increase approaching locked-rotor current. Along with the increase in current, the s
the motor decreases and the impedance of the motor approaches the locked-rotor impedance. 

There are two types of stall causes, as follows: 

a) Excess shaft load torque prior to a motor startup (e.g., failure to open the pump’s discharge g

b) Sudden change of increased shaft load torque during normal operation (e.g., bearing failures

For a synchronous motor, loss of synchronism is a gradually evolving phenomenon rather than an i
neous occurrence, as described in 5.1.2. During the initial phase of pullout, stator current increases, 
voltage decreases, and a voltage is induced in the rotor circuit at the slip frequency. Power flow i
motor increases until approximately a 90° angle is reached between the equivalent machine voltage
system voltage. At approximately the 180° point, current is maximum and lags the system voltage
angle of the total impedance between the motor and the system (including the stator resistance and 
reactance of the motor). Also at this point, the direction of power flow reverses, with the motor mass s
ing energy to the system. When resistance is significant, this reversal occurs prior to the 180° po
reactive power flow for virtually the full slip cycle is into the motor, but it may be provided by the moto
a small part of the slip cycle, depending on the machine excitation. 

5.1.4 Protective devices for detecting abnormal motor conditions

Stall detection for an induction motor is usually provided by an overcurrent relay, with an inverse cha
istic set to detect current above the breakdown torque level. Since motor starting can result in a 
locked-rotor condition, this protection is usually covered by setting the motor-starting relays abo
motor-starting time-current curves and below the running and accelerating thermal limit for the mo
cases where motors are applied to high-inertia loads, overcurrent protection may need to be combin
speed switches, distance relays, or additional rotor thermal protection to fully protect the motor (see 

Out-of-step detection devices for synchronous motors usually operate on the stator power-factor
Impedance-type devices are available for detecting loss of field, and they may also be set to operate
of-step conditions without field failure, where the motor transient reactance exceeds the system imp
viewed from the motor terminals (the usual case). 
Copyright © 2000 IEEE. All rights reserved. 13
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For very large synchronous motors or synchronous condensers, a loss-of-field relay is often used t
VAR flow into the machine. Accidental tripping of the rotor field circuit breaker (or contactor) or los
field current can be accurately detected by this device (see 7.2.5). There have also been successfu
tions of rotor field current devices operating from a rotor field current shunt and of notching relays tha
pole slips based on power reversals. 

A device sensing alternating current in the rotor field circuit may also detect the motor out-of-step con
These devices used in the rotor field circuit usually consist of a current transformer (CT) with an ac r
its secondary. When the machine is operating synchronously, there is no ac component of rotor field
and, therefore, no relay current. If the machine is out-of-step with the system, a current of slip freq
exists; if it is of sufficient magnitude, the relay picks up. During the starting period, this relay mu
blocked. This scheme is not adaptable to motors with a brushless excitation scheme. For such a s
power-factor relay may be used (see 7.2.12).

5.2 Stator winding protection 

5.2.1 General 

Deterioration of the electrical insulating system of stator windings is a common cause of reduced mo
and failure. This may result from numerous causes, such as subjecting the insulation to moisture, e
dielectric stress, and mechanical or thermal damage. 

The physical and dielectric properties of an insulation system deteriorate with age, and like other ch
activity, this process is accelerated by an elevation in temperature. A rule of thumb has been develop
tests and experience to indicate that the life of an insulation system is approximately halved for eac
incremental increase of winding temperature, and approximately doubled for each 10 °C decrease (th
of 7 °C–12 °C is indicated for modern insulation systems). Thus, insulation life is related to the len
time the insulation is maintained at a given temperature. 

In practice, winding failures resulting from dielectric breakdown are usually attributed to conditions su
impulse or switching surge voltage, moisture, penetration, or conducting contaminants. Mechanical s
such as vibration or distortion forces, can also cause winding failures. These forces occur most ofte
starting the motor, or possibly during a transfer to another electrical source. Regardless of the reason
ated with the failure, the effect of elevated temperature is to reduce the ability of the insulation to wit
electrical or mechanical abuse. 

The temperature level at which an insulation system should be protected is subject to engineering ju
and applicable standards. (For limits established by the motor industry, see NEMA MG1-1998, A
12.41, 12.42, and 12.52. For induction motors, see NEMA MG1-1998, Article 20.40. For synchr
motors, see NEMA MG1-1998, Article 21.40.) 

It should be noted that deriving increased output at the price of higher temperatures for any given
means accepting a shorter life. However, when motors are used in essential or critical service, such a
pumps or boiler-feed pumps, it is often desirable that the operator be given time to correct an o
condition before a motor is stopped. Such service may require the motor to run overloaded for pro
periods, in situations where the overload does not exceed the breakdown torque rating of the motor.
cases, the cost of reduced motor life due to the overload conditions must be weighed against the exp
damage that would result from a service interruption.

5.2.2 Motor overloading

Overloads can produce stator total hot spot temperatures in excess of the designed thermal limit
winding insulation system. However, in all cases of operation that result in overtemperature, time
14 Copyright © 2000 IEEE. All rights reserved.
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important factor. The heat storage capacity of an induction motor is relatively large. Slight overloadi
short periods of time does not result in damaging temperature excursions, because the extra heat is
the mass of the conductor, core, and structural members. In contrast, for locked-rotor conditions, the
temperature increase is very rapid due to the large currents. Since very little heat is transmitted (in th
time interval) from the conductors to the more massive parts of the motor, the thermal limits of the w
insulation may be reached within seconds. 

5.2.3 National Electrical Code ® (NEC®) (ANSI/NFPA 70-1999)5 and OSHA 

The National Electrical Code®(NEC®) (ANSI/NFPA 70-1999) has as its purpose the practical safeguard
of persons, buildings, and their contents from hazards arising from the use of electricity. It contains
sions considered necessary for safety. Its scope includes the electric conductors and equipment inst
example, within or on public or private buildings, industrial substations and mobile homes. It does no
installations under the exclusive use of electric utilities, mines, and certain other exceptions. The NE
recommendation for safe practice is adopted by most of the states, cities, and towns in the United S
the governing electrical code, and is enforced by the local or state-approved authority.

OSHA, 29 CFR, Chapter XVII, Part 1910 is concerned with all establishments engaged in the manu
of products for interstate commerce. Part 1910 (Subpart S—Electrical) of the regulation has ess
adopted the NEC and incorporates its requirements for electrical installations. The edition of the
adopted by OSHA is not generally the same as that enforced by local authority. NFPA Std 70E is ge
the standard that influences the OSHA changes.

The adoption of the NEC in the public and private sector, even though excluding installations und
exclusive control of electric utilities when used in connection with the generation, transmission, and
bution of electric energy, essentially represents requirements for practically all residential, commerci
industrial installations. For this reason, NEC requirements, as they apply to motors and motor circu
included.

The NEC specifies overload devices used to protect motors, motor-control apparatus and 
branch-circuit conductors against excessive heating due to overload and failure to start (see ANS
70-1996, Article 430, Part C). The NEC further specifies devices intended to protect the motor, moto
trol apparatus, and branch-circuit conductors against overcurrents due to short circuits and groun
ANSI/NFPA 70-1996, Article 430, Part D). In motor branch circuits, it is customary to provide for t
functions separately, where the running overload protective device protects against motor overloa
locked rotor, and the overcurrent protective device (as a separate device) provides protection again
circuits and ground faults. 

The NEC specifies maximum current rating or setting in relation to motor nameplate full-load current 
motor running overload protective device, since the requirement includes the need to monitor the ma
continuous motor branch-circuit current. Of the several means recognized for providing motor running
load protection, the two basic approaches in common use are a separate overcurrent device that is re
to motor current, and a thermal protector integral with the motor (see ANSI/NFPA 70-1996, Ar
430–432). 

For continuous duty motors, a separate overload device responsive to motor current is specified in
NFPA 70-1996, Articles 430–432, to be rated or selected to trip at no more than 125% of rated full-lo
rent for motors with a marked temperature rise not over 40 °C, or with a service factor not less than 1
not higher than 115% of full-load current rating for all other motors. 

For continuous duty motors having a thermal protector integral with the motor, ANSI/NFPA 70-1996,
cles 430–432 specify that the thermal protector shall be approved for use with the motor that it prot

5National Electrical Code and NEC are both registered trademarks of the National Fire Protection Association, Inc.
Copyright © 2000 IEEE. All rights reserved. 15
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the basis that it will prevent dangerous overheating of the motor due to overload and failure to sta
motors rated more than 1 hp, in addition to protecting against excessive temperature, the thermal pro
specified to limit the combination of motor and protector to an ultimate trip current in the following ma
Where full-load current does not exceed 9 A, the trip current should not exceed 170% of motor fu
current. For motors with full-load current values between 9.1 A and 20 A, the trip current should not e
156% of motor full-load current. For motors with a full-load current value of 20 A, the trip current sh
not exceed 140% of motor full-load current. 

Other overload protection recognized by ANSI/NFPA 70-1996, Articles 430–432(a) (4), involves the 
embedded temperature detectors used in conjunction with intermediate devices that cause motor c
be interrupted.

5.2.4 Inadequate ventilation

Inadequate ventilation results from a reduction of coolant flow to the motor parts from which heat is
removed. Motors operated with clogged or partially clogged ventilating passageways may have re
airflow and thus run hot. Similarly, screens, filters, or devices in the motor air stream may become c
and reduce coolant flow. With ventilation blocked, a motor operating even at no load may be sub
destructively high temperatures. Ventilation inadequacy can be detected by airflow, pressure, or 
sensing the temperature of the motor winding, and alarming or tripping action can be initiated.

5.2.5 Unusual ambient conditions

Motors and controls, such as separate overload devices, are ordinarily rated for use in a maximum 
temperatures no higher than 40 °C. In areas where the ambient temperature at the motor, controls
exceeds, or is appreciably lower than, the rated maximum ambient, special consideration may be req
described in the following paragraphs.

When a motor’s ventilating medium increases in temperature, the motor winding and rotor temperatu
increase. Operating the motor at a higher-than-rated ambient temperature, even though at or belo
load, can subject the motor windings to overtemperature similar to that resulting from overloaded op
in a normal ambient. The motor rating may have to be appropriately reduced for operation in suc
ambient temperatures.

Locations that may see higher-than-normal ambient temperatures are those in direct sunlight durin
summer day or in boiler room installations. Additionally, excessive motor temperature may result if th
charge air is misdirected so as to re-enter the inlet ports. Installing motors too close to a wall or to ea
can also cause this to occur.

Motors installed at high altitudes operate in an atmosphere of lower-than-normal air density with re
cooling effectiveness. This again can result in a higher-than-normal temperature rise, and the moto
may have to be reduced. Motors designed for special applications, such as sealed motors on sub
pumps that have their rotors in the path of the fluid being pumped, involve unusual ambient conditio
require special consideration in selecting and setting thermal devices, and should be evaluated on an
ual basis with input from the manufacturer. 

When the ambient temperature is considerably lower than the nominal 40 °C, it would appear that a
could be loaded beyond its rating. This is not necessarily true. Other considerations besides the ther
itations of motor components must be taken into account. Mechanical parts, such as shafts and b
must be suited for increased loading. Margins on pullout torque may be cut dangerously close. Thus,
recommended to load motors beyond their ratings in lower-than-normal ambient temperatures witho
ful investigation.
16 Copyright © 2000 IEEE. All rights reserved.
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In some instances, a motor and its thermal overload device(s) may be installed in two different loc
each with its own ambient conditions. For such cases, special consideration must be given to the pr
relay setting(s), or ambient-compensated thermal overload devices may be specified. Further de
given in 5.2.10.2.

Totally enclosed motors, which are cooled by internal recirculation of water-cooled air (heat-exchang
motors), can experience overheating because of higher-than-normal water temperature or restricte
flow. By monitoring the temperature of the air discharged from the heat exchanger, excessive temper
the recirculated air can be detected. In some cases, it may be practical to monitor the flow or tempe
the water through the heat exchanger. For these applications, consideration should be given to wheth
other critical component, such as a separately driven fan, should be monitored in addition to the wa
perature. Various types of detectors are available that may be used for visual instrumentation, signa
shutdown.

Whenever operation under specific abnormal ambient conditions is anticipated, special studies sh
conducted and/or special operating information (e.g., derating guidelines) should be obtained fro
motor manufacturer.

5.2.6 High and low voltage and frequency

According to NEMA MG1-1998, Article 20.45, motors are generally expected to operate successfully
running conditions at rated load with a variation of ±10% of rated voltage, ±5% of rated frequency, or a com
bination of the two, provided the sum of the absolute values of the deviations does not exceed 10%
frequency variation does not exceed ±5%. For synchronous motors, rated excitation current is to
maintained.

Variation in voltage or frequency, or both, usually results in an increase in stator winding temperatu
that expected at rated nameplate conditions. Within the defined limits, the increase in operating temp
is permissible, because it is characteristically of short duration and, therefore, is considered not dam
the insulation. The motor can be protected against such overloads by devices that sense line current
erwise are independent of frequency. 

The selection and application of overload protection devices must be related to the higher than rated
which can occur at the extremes if the motor is to be permitted to operate at rated load over the range
age and frequency variations. The overload protection devices can be set for 115% of rated current to
nuisance tripping for most motors. The minimum tripping value of the overload protection should fac
this extra current. However, if these voltage and frequency variations are expected to occur frequent
continue for extended periods of time, motor insulation life expectancy is shortened. In such ins
obtain motors with lower than normal temperature rises at rated condition to compensate for the 
operating conditions. 

Motors may be operated from solid state or other types of variable frequency, or variable voltage
supplies, for adjustable-speed drive applications. For these applications, the motors should be indi
evaluated for these conditions and appropriately designed so that the maximum temperature rise
expected operating range does not exceed values acceptable to the insulation system used. In thes
tions, stator thermal protection is generally obtained by devices that sense winding temperature rat
motor current alone.

5.2.7 Locked rotor or failure to accelerate

Failure of a motor to accelerate when its stator is energized can be caused by several types of abnor
ditions, including mechanical failure of the motor or load bearings, low supply voltage, or an open cir
one phase of a three-phase voltage supply. When a motor stator winding is energized with the rotor
ary, the motor performs like a transformer with resistance-loaded secondary winding. Typically, 
Copyright © 2000 IEEE. All rights reserved. 17
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winding currents may range from three to seven or more times the rated full-load value, depending o
design and supply system impedance. The motor controller must be capable of interrupting locke
current. See Figure 6(a) and Figure 6(b) for typical examples of time-current curves indicating s
(accelerating) time-current, locked-rotor thermal limit, accelerating thermal limit, and running ove
curve. In Figure 6(a), the locked-rotor thermal limit is a single point for the 100% motor terminal vo
condition.

During starting, the skin effect due to slip frequency operation causes the rotor resistance to exhibi
locked-rotor value, which decreases to a low running value at rated slip speed. Using a typical locke
current of six times the rated current and a locked-rotor resistance of three times the normal runnin
the I2R heating effect is estimated at 62 × 3, or 108 times that at normal current. I2R defines the heating
effect and I2t defines the thermal capability. Consequently, an extreme temperature must be tolerate
limited time to start the motor. Overtemperature can be prevented by sensing the line-current magnit
interrupting the power when the starting time is excessive. Since motors require and can tolerate high
for a limited time during acceleration, an appropriate time delay must be incorporated in the current s
device. To provide locked-rotor or failure-to-accelerate protection, the protective device must be set
connect the motor before the stator insulation suffers thermal damage, or the rotor conductors melt o
damage from repeated stress and deformation.

Figure 6 (a)—Typical motor-starting and capability curves
(applies for a particular motor terminal voltage and cold start)
18 Copyright © 2000 IEEE. All rights reserved.
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Depending on the design, a motor may be limited thermally by the stator or rotor during accelera
locked-rotor conditions. In high-horsepower designs, frequent rotor heating and the resulting temp
rise are the limiting factors. The motor designer must address the locked-rotor thermal limit requirem
the design. This allowable locked-rotor thermal limit is usually given for rated locked-rotor current. I
also be given in the form of accelerating thermal limit curves as part of the motor time-current cur
shown in Figure 6(b). The allowable locked-rotor thermal limit and the accelerating thermal limit c
should be obtained for starting from both rated ambient (cold start) and rated operating (hot start) te
ture. It is required that the time-current accelerating (starting) curve be plotted on the same graph
thermal limit curves for at least 80% and 100% voltage (see IEEE Std 620-1996).

Starting times vary depending on motor design and load torque characteristics. Times may vary fro
than two seconds to more than 60 seconds and must be determined for each application. Overloa
applied to detect the locked-rotor conditions must be able to carry full starting current for the entire a
ation period without operating. Although the starting current does drop off near full speed, this ef
normally neglected, providing some margin of safety from relay operation during acceleration.

Figure 6 (b)—Typical time-current and thermal limit curves
(adapted from IEEE Std 620-1996, Figure 1)
Copyright © 2000 IEEE. All rights reserved. 19
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Care must be exercised in applying overcurrent relays for locked-rotor conditions. The starting curren
acteristic, as usually plotted, is a trace of current vs. time. Overcurrent relay operation may occu
though coordination studies show the overcurrent relay characteristic is at all points above the startin
acteristic of the motor. The reason for this is that the overcurrent relay curve is a locus of single-curr
time values, and the motor-starting current is a dynamic time-current characteristic. A longer time m
should be allowed for the motor accelerating time. Ramsaur [B159] sheds light on the performance o
current relays subject to decreasing current. Proper application of this information allows a satis
setting to be chosen. 

The starting current at zero time of an induction motor nearly equals the locked-rotor current magnitu
has a lesser heating effect. This occurs because rotor resistance is a function of slip, and it decreas
motor accelerates to rated speed. When at rest, the rotor is swept by the rotating field set up by the s
rent. The field travels at synchronous speed relative to the stationary rotor and induces a voltage at
quency. At line frequency, the reactance of the rotor cage causes the current to flow at the outer edg
bars, occupying only approximately one third of the conductor cross-sectional area. For this conditi
apparent resistance is at a maximum, as is the corresponding I2R heating. When the rotor accelerates, t
rotor conductors catch up with the stator field. The conductors are then subjected to the low-slip fre
and the current can occupy more of the conductor area. For this condition, the apparent resista
decrease as much as two-thirds at rated slip, as does the corresponding heating.

The terminal voltage of a large motor may be significantly reduced during starting. An induction m
starting current varies proportionally with the applied voltage. Because the starting current is reduce
reducing the corresponding I2R heating effect, the allowable accelerating time increases. Allowable acc
ating times are commonly specified for 100%, 90%, and 80% starting voltages. Special application
require motor starting at 70% or even lower voltages. The user should request the specific allowable 
ating time for reduced voltage starting from the manufacturer. The acceleration time of the motor w
change due to the starting voltage. The approximate effect on the motor torque capability is an inver
tionship with the square of the voltage; thus, at 90% voltage, approximately 81% of rated starting (
rotor) torque capability will be available from the motor. Since the load torque characteristics a
changed, the acceleration time is increased. Figure 6(b) (from IEEE Std 620-1996) is as an example
cal thermal limit and accelerating (starting) time-current curves.

High-inertia loads, such as induced draft fans, require long acceleration times. The starting time may
the allowable locked-rotor thermal limit. This is permitted because the rotor resistance is a function 
and decreases as the motor accelerates. The accelerating (starting) time may exceed the allowabl
rotor time without excessively heating the rotor. This condition is shown in Figure 7 with the accele
thermal limit for the applied voltage. The lower end of the curve is the allowable locked-rotor therma
(Powell [B92]). For this case, an overcurrent relay set to coordinate with the locked-rotor thermal lim
on starting current. 
20 Copyright © 2000 IEEE. All rights reserved.
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For these applications, the following approaches are possible:

a) Include a motor zero-speed switch (12) that supervises an additional overcurrent relay 51 (S
set to protect the motor against a locked-rotor condition. As soon as the motor begins to acc
the 51 (START) is disabled, leaving the overcurrent protection to the longer time overcurrent (
relay 51. When the design is such that the accelerating time exceeds the locked-rotor thermal
zero-speed switch needs to be supplied with the motor [see Figure 8(a)].

Figure 7—Typical time-current and thermal limit curves for high-inertia motor start
Copyright © 2000 IEEE. All rights reserved. 21
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b) Apply a distance (mho type) relay, Device 21, to supervise the time-overcurrent (TOC) relay D
51 (START), which has been set within the locked-rotor thermal limit. For a successful startup
motor, the mho relay will pick up when the motor is energized, but will prevent unnecessary tri
by resetting before the TOC relay operates. If, upon energization, the motor fails to accelera
mho relay will remain picked up, and the motor will be tripped when the TOC relay operates
Figure 8(b), Figure 9, and Figure 36). Although a single-phase mho relay works, in practice a
phase relay is used.

The distance relay provides a reliable detection of rotor motion, but is sometimes difficult to s
calibrate to the required accuracy. The relay must drop out fast enough to open the starting o
rent tripping path as the motor begins to turn. In many cases, the relay is operating very near
and must be set very accurately to operate correctly. Usually, in-service startup tests are r
because of poor accuracy of the locked-rotor impedance data. Maintaining the high-accura
points requires more frequent calibration of the distance relays to correct for normal relay calib
changes.

c) A time-overvoltage relay device (59) may be used instead of the TOC relay Device (51 STAR
schemes 1 and 2, since voltage and current are proportional under locked-rotor conditions, as
in Figure 8(a) and Figure 8(b). The use of a time-overvoltage relay depends on sufficient v
drop through the source impedance due to the starting current inrush and is, therefore, limited
atively high-impedance sources (see IEEE Std 620-1996). It is set similar to the TOC relay to
thermal  protection of the motor for a locked-rotor condition. For some applications, howeve
time margin between the reset of the mho relay and pickup of the time-overvoltage relay m
inadequate to permit the use of this relay. Adequate margin is more apt to be obtained using
relay (51 START) because of the decreasing current characteristic of the motor as it acceler
normal startup.

d) For some applications where the operating time of the TOC relay (51 START) is approximate
same as the startup time of the motor, it is possible that an IOC relay (50) can be used instea
mho relay (21) [see Figure 10 (a)]. For most high-inertia drive motors, this scheme has limited
cation. This is because of the difficulty in setting the IOC relay (50) sufficiently low to pick up 
ably on motor acceleration, and still resetting it to prevent tripping before the TOC relay (51) 
out. The problem is compounded where the accelerating current characteristic of the motor
with the system operating voltage for abnormal operating conditions. This does not pose a pr
however, with the mho relay application because the impedance characteristic on accelera
approximately the same, regardless of the voltage at the motor terminals.

e) Use a relay that uses motor voltage and current to calculate the impedance, separating th
dependent rotor resistance from the real part of the impedance, and uses it in an I2R calculation of
the watts in the thermal model. The relay will trip in locked-rotor time for a stall condition, but
calculate the slip-dependent heat and allow the start in the high-inertia case (see Zocholl [B11
Zocholl [B115]). 

f) For brush-type synchronous motors, one method for locked-rotor protection uses a device
shown in Figure 4. The effective ratio of the coupling transformer varies with the frequency o
discharge current, so that the tripping time is short for a locked-rotor condition but much large
normal acceleration. 
22 Copyright © 2000 IEEE. All rights reserved.
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Figure 8 (a)—Starting characteristics using a speed switch (12) supervising
the 51 (START) relay

Figure 8 (b)—Starting characteristics using a distance relay (21) supervising
the 51 (START) relay
Copyright © 2000 IEEE. All rights reserved. 23
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5.2.8 Frequent starting or intermittent operation

During startup, the minimum losses or heat energy developed in the rotor winding of induction moto
the damper winding of synchronous motors equals the kinetic energy stored in the rotating parts at s
nous speed. 

In repeated starting and intermittent operation such as jogging, inching, or spotting, the running pe
short so that very little heat is carried away by the cooling air induced by rotor rotation. Repeated sta
build up temperatures to dangerously high values in stator or rotor windings, or both, unless enough
provided to allow the heat to dissipate. 

Induction motors and synchronous motors are usually designed for the starting conditions indica
NEMA MG1-1998, Articles 12.50, 20.43, and 21.43. These standards provide for two starts in succes
coasting to rest between starts with the motor initially at ambient temperature—and for one start wh
motor is at a temperature not exceeding its rated load operating temperature. This assumes that th
voltage, load torque during acceleration, method of starting, and load WK2 are all within values for 
the motor was designed. The application and protection of motors having abnormal starting condition
be coordinated with the motor manufacturer. 

Repetitive intermittent operation of the motor types mentioned also can cause mechanical stressin
stator winding coil ends and of the damper or rotor winding end connections. NEMA MG1-1998, A
12.50, recommends minimizing the number of starts to maximize the life of the motor. For automatic 
tion (and in some cases, manual operation) with a remote control device, it may be necessary to p
fixed-time interval between starts, or limit the number or starts within a period of time to ensure safe
tion. A microprocessor-based motor protection system may include this feature.

Figure 9—Distance relay and 51 (START) or 59 (START) used for locked-rotor protection
24 Copyright © 2000 IEEE. All rights reserved.
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Information on repetitive start-stop cycling can be found in NEMA MG10-1990.

5.2.9 Overtemperature thermal protective devices (49)

There are two main classes of overtemperature thermal protective devices (see 5.2.3). One is a lin
type, which interrupts load current directly. The second is a control circuit system using detector d
which interrupts the motor current through its controller. 

Thermal protectors are intended to limit motor-winding temperature and motor current to predetermin
ues during abnormal motor operating conditions. This prevents premature motor insulation failure. 

Abnormal conditions that can result in overheating include overload, stalling, failure to start, high am
temperature, restricted motor ventilation, reduced speed operation, frequent starting or jogging, high
line voltage or frequency, mechanical failure of the driven load, improper installation, and unbalance
voltage or single phasing. Current sensing alone cannot detect some of these conditions, such as 
ventilation. Temperature sensing alone may be inadequate, for example, with frequent starting or j
For some conditions, a coordinated arrangement of current and temperature sensing may be require

The temperature sensing capability of thermal protectors depends on their location with respect to th
windings. The protectors should be installed within or on the motor frame in such a manner that the t
ature at the device changes in proportion to the winding temperature, and they should be matche
motor's insulation class. 

The advent of microprocessor-based protection systems has made it possible to provide a more
thermal protection than was possible with electromechanical relays. Since no attempt is made with 
mechanical relays to match the thermal time constant of the motor, thermal coordination is achieve
limited operating conditions. Conversely, microprocessor-based protection systems make it poss

Figure 10 (a)—Locked-rotor protection with TOC element supervised by a
high-dropout IOC element
Copyright © 2000 IEEE. All rights reserved. 25
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match thermal properties identified by motor data and, as a result, tracks the motor temperatur
accurately over a wider range of operating conditions (Zocholl [B115]). Microprocessor systems ca
monitor resistance temperature detectors (RTDs) embedded in the motor stator windings to
temperature rise caused by impaired or lost ventilation not indicated by current. In addition, these s
can monitor temperature detection devices for motor bearings.

5.2.9.1 Control circuit devices sensing motor temperature only

Devices used in this type of control circuit consist of a thermal element and circuit interrupting mea
some forms, the element is calibrated to trip at a fixed temperature value and, in other forms, the trip 
ature decreases as the rate of temperature rise increases. The device may automatically reset upo
after operating to shut down the motor. These devices are usually connected electrically in the contro
of the magnetic motor controller that interrupts the motor line current. 

Various thermal elements are used, including bimetal snap-acting elements, thermocouples, resistan
semiconductor materials (such as thermistors with either negative or positive temperature coefficien
liquid or gas-filled assemblies.

Operation of the various types depends on the transfer of heat from the motor winding to the therm
ment. Since heat flow is involved, the temperature difference between the thermal element and the w
for a given element mass and installation, is related to the rate of temperature change and increases
winding heating rate. 

For running overload conditions, the rate of temperature change of the winding is generally slow, a
temperature difference between the winding and thermal element is at a minimum. Here, thermal e
temperature varies directly with, and easily tracks, winding temperature. When the winding raises t
ment to its operating temperature, the motor is shut down. For locked-rotor conditions, the rate of incr
winding temperature depends on the motor design. Bimetallic temperature sensors usually are not ca
adequately following winding temperature on locked rotor, and so are used in conjunction with supp
tary overload devices. With the supplementary overload device and either manual or automatic restar
motor cutoff is initiated by the supplementary overload device detecting the high overcurrent on the fi
cycles of a stalled condition; this starts a timing action, which will cut off the motor if the overcurrent e
for a time sufficient to endanger the motor. The winding temperature at cutoff increases on suc
restarts until the thermostat operating temperature is reached. At this point, the thermostat trips and 
control, keeping the motor de-energized until the windings have cooled to the reset temperature of t
mostat and the cycling process can be repeated. The form of bimetallic temperature sensors that also
to rate of temperature rise may provide effective locked-rotor protection when properly coordinated w
motor thermal characteristic. Either system is capable of providing safe winding protection for manu
automatic restarting on both running overloads and locked rotor. 

Sensors such as thermistors, which undergo a change in resistance with temperature, can be small in
installed directly on, or buried in, the stator winding. These devices can track the winding temperat
locked rotor as well as running overload for some motors; however, for larger motors, they may be
quate on locked rotor. The resistance change provides a signal to circuitry whose output is in series 
control circuit of a magnetic motor contactor used to interrupt the motor current. The output may be a
tor, or it may actuate an electromechanical relay. The resistance sensors may be one of three types.

One type of sensor uses a positive temperature coefficient thermistor, which exhibits a large abrupt 
in resistance at a particular design temperature. This change in resistance, occurring at what is kno
anomaly point, is inherent in the material and remains constant once the sensor is manufactured. Se
produced with anomaly points at different temperatures to meet application requirements. Another
type uses a resistor, which has an approximately linear increase in resistance with temperature. Th
assumes a specific value of resistance corresponding to each desired value of response or operating
ture. It is used in a circuit that is calibrated to a specific resistance. A third type is a negative temp
26 Copyright © 2000 IEEE. All rights reserved.
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coefficient of resistance sensor, which is used with circuitry similar in concept to that used with the
resistor sensor. Temperature sensors do not provide locked-rotor protection for motors that 

a) Are thermally limited by the rotor, or 

b) Have stators having an extremely rapid rate of temperature rise. 

In item (a), the rotor reaches its limiting temperature value before the stator reaches its allowable l
these motors, sensors responsive to stator winding temperature do not limit the higher rotor tempera
safe value, and additional means (such as thermal overload relays sensing stator current) are recom
(see 5.2.7). In item (b), the mass of the thermal element and its manner of installation determine the 
ature lag between the element and the winding. Carefully installed thermal elements of small ma
reduce this temperature lag, and designs that respond to rate of temperature rise, increase the range
heating of the stator winding over which protection may be obtained.

5.2.9.2 Line break devices sensing motor temperature and current

Devices of this type carry the full motor current through their electrical contacts and interrupt line c
directly on operation. Because of physical size limitations, they are available on motors from frac
horsepower sizes through 5 hp single-phase and approximately 10 hp three-phase. Linebreak device
of a temperature-sensitive element with a heater(s) and contacts that can interrupt motor current. 
ments are designed to simulate the maximum limiting insulation temperature for the winding and op
contacts.

Motor current flow through the heater raises the temperature of the thermal element to approxima
winding temperature. When the winding reaches its maximum allowable temperature, the thermal e
reaches its operating temperature and opens its electric circuit to shut down the motor. Locating the p
adjacent to or in the stator winding minimizes the heating required by current in the protector, and 
provides optimum correlation of protector and winding temperatures. Approval by the Nationally R
nized Testing Laboratory (NRTL) is related to their use with specific motors for which thermal protecto
designed, based on tests of the motor and protector combination. These motors are designated therm
tected. Both manual-reset and automatic-reset types are available, with the latter designed to provid
protection even when continuously cycling with the motor stalled or running. Protective devices that 
account for motor operating temperature may not protect the motor during automatic restarting. 

5.2.9.3 Control circuit devices sensing motor temperature and current

In this type of motor protective device, RTDs located between the stator coil sides are used in a con
cuit responsive to both temperature and motor current. For the unit to operate, both high temperat
overcurrent must exist simultaneously. This device provides protection against locked rotor, repeate
overload, or inadequate cooling. Other protective devices will operate on either quantity (i.e., overc
overtemperature) 

5.2.10 Current-sensing-type devices

The recommendations given in the NEC for motor overload protection using separate overcurrent (ov
protective devices are referred to in 5.2.3. 

The most commonly used device for protection of integral horsepower motors at operating overloa
thermal overload relay. It simulates the temperature condition in the motor winding by means of curre
heating element, which varies with the motor current. In the event that a current of sufficient magnitu
duration causes excessive heating of the motor winding, the heating element causes a control circui
to open the contactor or circuit breaker in the motor circuit. Proper operation depends on the temp
rise of the windings and the heat dissipation of the motor being similar to that of the relay. A heavily
loaded motor should be quickly removed from its power source. A slightly overloaded motor may ca
Copyright © 2000 IEEE. All rights reserved. 27
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load for a considerable length of time before dangerously high temperatures are reached. Overload r
designed to have characteristics with this inverse current-time relationship. 

In one common type of relay, the heating element causes heating and deflection of a bimetallic ele
actuate the contact. This type of relay may be arranged for either manual or automatic reset, and m
its trip current adjustable over a limited range, typically ±10%. 

In another type of relay, the heating element causes the melting of an eutectic solder, which release
to open the control circuit contacts. This type of relay requires manual reset and is not ordinarily adju

A third type, the thermal induction relay, utilizes the flux produced by a coil carrying the motor curre
induce a current in a short-circuited secondary that heats an element to trip the unit. 

A fourth relay is a capacitor charge type, where motor line current is sensed by separately furnished
transformers and converted into voltage signals by current-to-voltage transducers. These voltage sig
fed into overload logic, which produces an alarm or trip output. The time vs. current trip character
similar to those of thermal overload devices. However, there is no overshoot or lag as normally fou
thermal overload type relay. 

The protection derived by the above four devices depends on their ability to replicate the thermal he
a motor. The suitability of these devices to protect a T-frame motor requires a comparison of the t
overload’s trip characteristics with the motor’s thermal damage curve and time-rated locked-rotor c
These special considerations are described in 5.2.10.3.

Thermal protection for larger motors is often provided using switchgear-type protective relays. These
are of the following general types: 

a) Thermal overload relays (49) incorporating bimetallic elements connected in CT secondarie
responding to motor current

b) Temperature relays operating from RTDs (49/26) built into the motor

c) Resistance capacitance (RC) timing circuits energized by current transformers in the motor le
combination relays utilizing RC timing circuits and RTDs built into the motor (Boothman [B101

d) TOC relays that operate on the induction-disc principle

e) A microprocessor-based system that replicates the thermal characteristics of the motor and p
appropriate protective functions

Overload relays having the same current ratings are available with different time-current characteri
approximate the motor heating curves of rotating machines with different thermal limitations. As 
heating curves vary substantially, it is desirable to obtain the motor heating characteristics for large 
cial motors from the manufacturer, and then plot the relay and motor curves to check the protection o
Supplementing the thermal relay (Device 49) with other relays, such as a long-TOC relay (51), may 
essary to obtain complete protection. Relays available with adjustable curve shapes allow the heatin
of the motor to be matched very closely. Temperature sensors are useful in supplementing thermal-o
relays by sensing winding temperatures in larger machines. A description of temperature sensors is 
in 5.2.9.1, 5.2.9.3, and Boothman [B101].

The use of microprocessor-based protection systems provides a more accurate means of determinin
tus and temperature of motors under restart conditions than traditional devices. The temperature-re
histories stored in the microprocessor enable the system to measure fluctuations in temperature a
faster rate and to respond to them by either alarming the condition, or tripping the motor if temperatu
excess of what is considered acceptable. (See Clause 8 for more details.)
28 Copyright © 2000 IEEE. All rights reserved.
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5.2.10.1 Protection afforded by thermal overload relays

Most induction motors are protected against damage from unbalanced voltages, running overload, an
a single- or three-phase stalled condition by properly selected thermal overload relays (Device 49) 
phase. However, the rotor heating in some larger induction motors, and in all synchronous motors, 
critical. Such machines may warrant the added investment in control to sense single-phasing or 
unbalance, such as a phase-voltage relay (Device 47) or negative-sequence current relay (Device 46
vide specific protection against rotor overheating. (Additional relaying is described in 5.7.1.3.) The
requires one thermal element per phase for the protection of all three-phase motors unless protected
approved means. 

After tripping, the relay must cool before it can be reset, and this provides time for the motor wind
cool. Because of its smaller mass, the relay-cooling characteristic is normally somewhat faster than
the motor. If the overload persists, and the relay is reset either normally or automatically at fre
intervals, it is possible for the motor winding to attain an excessive temperature. For this reason, w
overload relay trips, a check should be made to see whether an abnormal condition exists, such as
load or phase failure of the power supply. The relay should not be reset repeatedly if the overload co
persists. 

For the same reason, relays that reset automatically should not be used with two-wire control or wit
cuit, such that the motor would be restarted automatically after an overload trip. Automatic reset sho
used only with three-wire control to prevent restarting until a start button or equivalent device is ma
actuated. 

Thermal overload relays operated by motor current do not protect motors against overheating due t
quate ventilation.

5.2.10.2 Ambient temperature effects and ambient-compensated types

General and special-purpose motors and industrial control equipment are rated for use in a maximum
ent environment of 40 °C. When the normal temperatures at the control and motor are different, in ge
heater may be used that differs by one size for each approximate 15 °C difference in temperature; h
the control manufacturers’ recommendations should be obtained because of the different ambient t
ture sensitivities that overload relays exhibit. When the relay ambient is higher than the motor, a high
heater is used and vice versa. 

The ambient-compensated type of thermal overload relay has essentially the same minimum opera
rent and time-current characteristics, regardless of its ambient temperature. Thus, it allows the motor
its rated load regardless of changes in relay ambient temperature. For essential drives, this prev
motor from being shut down when carrying its normal load, even though the relay ambient temperatu
be abnormally high. Solid-state relays can be compensated for ambient variations.   

The ambient-compensated type of relay prevents nuisance tripping due to high relay ambient temp
Whether this is achieved without sacrifice of motor insulation life depends on the motor-winding tem
ture profile over several years. In an abnormally low motor ambient temperature, the compensate
allows the motor to carry only the rated current of the relay and, therefore, protects the motor from in
ent overload, which might be possible without ambient compensation. It is generally not necessary
compensated relays when the relay and motor are in the same ambient.

5.2.10.3 Special application problems

For certain duty cycles, such as crane applications, it may be difficult to obtain protection at operatin
loads and still permit the motor to perform useful work within its thermal capabilities on a short-time 
Long acceleration times and below normal speeds characterize these duty cycles. In addition, the
Copyright © 2000 IEEE. All rights reserved. 29
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cooling effect of a running motor is greatly reduced. To compensate for these conditions, motors are
derated.   

In some instances, the difference between the thermal time constants of the motor and the conventio
mal overload relay can result in premature relay operation. Nuisance tripping may be prevented by a
a trip device with a longer trip characteristic to match the thermal time constants of the motor. Temp
sensors may also be necessary for complete protection. For the type of duty cycles encountered on
tools, however, thermal overload relays have been used successfully. For high-inertia and other load
ing a long accelerating time, a thermal overload relay selected to protect the motor at operating ov
may operate during the accelerating cycle, or even after the motor has reached rated speed. The ca
nuisance tripping is the thermal storage characteristic of the overload device. Again, a comparison
motor and overload thermal characteristics must be made, thus avoiding the mistake of simply inc
the size of an overload trip device possessing incompatible thermal characteristics.

Generally speaking, directly heated type thermal overload relays designed for long accelerating tim
cations have proven to be the most suitable protective devices for small motors. Other methods to ob
tection are described in 5.2.7 (see ANSI/NEMA ICS 1-1990). ANSI/NEMA ICS 2-1988, Part 222, inc
both definitions and the recommended nomenclature for expressing the performance characteristic
load relays are classified in accordance with the response times at a fixed multiple of the current rati
example, a Class 20 overload relay can be expected to operate in not more than 20 s at a current va
sponding to six times its assigned current rating in an ambient temperature of 40 °C, while a Class 3
can be expected to exhibit an operating time of not more than 30 s at the same overcurrent mult
ambient temperature. Overload relays with lower response times or for long starting applications ar
able to meet the protective requirements imposed by the wide variety of motor designs. 

In most applications, general and special-purpose NEMA T-frame motors may be considered to be p
at operating overloads when NEMA Class 20 overload relays are used for this function. Both gene
pose and special-purpose motors assembled in NEMA U-frame sizes can usually be protected by the
Class 30 relay; however, Class 20 overload relays should be applied unless individual motor data c
suitability of Class 30. Replacement of a U-frame motor with a T-frame motor may necessitate the r
ment of the overload trip device as well. T-frame motors are designed to be smaller and lighter than U
motors and utilize improved insulation. The better insulation results in a higher temperature rise ratin
T-frame motor. The T-frame motor is more sensitive to line current, because an increase in current re
a greater temperature rise than that of the U-frame motor. The motor’s thermal damage curve and
rated locked-rotor current must be compared to the thermal overload’s trip characteristic to ensure
protection. The overload device should operate prior to the manufacturer’s stated maximum allowab
at rated locked-rotor current. Similarly, the overload device should have a characteristic similar to tha
motor’s thermal damage curve, tripping prior to motor damage. 

The manufacturer of the combined equipment usually selects overcurrent devices for the protection
metic and other definite-purpose motors, rather than the user, and equipment warranties can be v
alterations. Some overload relays allow independent locked-rotor and running overload protection 
ments. These electronic devices are commonly supplied by current transformers, and are adjustab
range of permissible times at locked-rotor current. The overload characteristic of the device is adjus
well, typically ranging from 90% to 125%. The influence of ambient temperature is minimal on 
devices.

5.2.11 Motors operating in ungrounded systems

When the neutral of a system is not grounded, it is possible for destructive transient overvoltages 
several times normal to appear from line to ground during normal switching of a circuit having a li
ground fault. The specific magnitude of voltage would be dictated by the circuit topology (X/R ratio). T
overvoltages may cause failure of the stator winding insulation of the motors on the system. For this 
it is prudent to identify and isolate the ground faults as expeditiously as possible. 
30 Copyright © 2000 IEEE. All rights reserved.
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5.3 Rotor thermal protection

Rotor thermal protection for synchronous motors logically includes both the insulated exciting field wi
and the uninsulated starting damper or cage winding. The field winding is not normally temperature
tored during rotation. However, if desired, the field winding temperature can be determined for brus
(slip rings) motors by the rise-of- resistance method; an accurate evaluation of the rotor hot-runnin
tance may be obtained using the brush voltage and field current. An allowance for brush voltage drop
made for improved accuracy. Another method of obtaining the field winding voltage uses soft metallic
momentarily touched to the slip ring to measure voltage directly and thus avoid measuring brush 
drop. 

The damper winding of a synchronous motor or the cage winding of a squirrel-cage motor perfor
function of starting the load and thus must be protected against damage. During stalled conditions, 
ously high damper-winding temperatures may be reached in a few seconds. Excessive tempera
damage the damper-winding material, thereby changing its physical characteristics. Repeated e
thermal stresses can cause the winding bars and short-circuiting end rings, or the brazed joints 
them, to crack (see 5.2.8). 

For most synchronous machines, the allowable stall time of the rotor is too short to use a stator-w
temperature-sensing device to provide protection of both rotor and stator. This type of machine is ty
damper-winding thermal limited. The methods outlined in 5.2.7, or the use of a long-time stator overc
relay, can provide rotor thermal protection. There are also other devices available, such as the damp
ing thermal relay (Device 26) listed in Table 5. 

While running, excessive temperatures in parts of the rotor of either synchronous or induction moto
result from excessive unbalanced (negative-sequence) currents. Guidance for derating induction a
chronous motors due to voltage unbalance is provided in NEMA MG-1-1993, Parts 20 and 21, respe
Negative-sequence currents reduce the available accelerating torque. This lengthens the accelera
and further contributes to motor overheating (see 5.4.4 and 5.7.1.3). 

Operation of synchronous motors drawing reactive power from the system beyond its reactive capab
result in overheating in parts of the stator and rotor that do not normally carry current (end iron heati
redistribution of stray load loss currents). Some loss-of-field relays (40) can detect this phenomen
7.2.5). 

5.4 Stator fault protection

5.4.1 General consideration

The current flowing to a fault within a motor can vary greatly in magnitude. The main factors that affe
magnitude of fault currents are the source, motor feeder, and grounding impedance; the type of faul
or ground); and the location of the fault in the motor winding. 

In the case of high-magnitude, short-circuit currents, immediate isolation of the faulted motor is alway
essary. However, when the fault current is only a few amperes and the motor is a critical one, an
without immediate tripping is sometimes justified. 

5.4.2 Effects of system and motor characteristics

On systems with low source impedance (high fault current), there is little difficulty for protective rela
distinguish between load, starting, and short-circuit currents. On systems grounded through a resis
impedance, the ground-fault current is approximately equal to the prefault voltage-to-ground at the p
fault, divided by the grounding or neutral impedance. In a solidly grounded system, the max
Copyright © 2000 IEEE. All rights reserved. 31
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ground-fault current is of the same order of magnitude as the three-phase fault current, assuming z
impedance for faults near the ground source. 

Internal faults in motors are usually line-to-ground, or line-to-line with or without involving ground. Th
phase faults that do not involve ground are most likely to occur near the line terminals. Faults also ma
from turn-to-turn in the same phase, or between parallel windings in the same phase of a multiple w
Certain types of faults are more likely to occur than others, due to the motor design and the applica
short circuit in a wye-connected motor can be 

a) Near the line end 

b) Near the middle

c) Near the neutral end of the winding

In the first case, the voltage across the faulted portion of the winding is the full voltage of the system
the fault near the neutral end, the voltage across the faulted portion of the winding is quite small. The
sponding short-circuit currents are high at the line end, and are extremely small or essentially zero fo
near the winding neutral. 

In a delta-connected machine on a grounded-neutral system, sensitive ground-fault protection 
obtained for the entire winding, because all portions of the winding are at a minimum of 50% of line-to
tral voltage above ground potential. 

The trip settings of the protective relays for motor protection must be carefully selected to ensure s
during normal operation. Probably, the most important of these conditions is motor starting. Typical s
current magnitude is approximately six (6) times normal full load current. However, it may be lower or
higher for a particular motor design. This initial inrush current contains a dc component to which som
tective devices are responsive (see 7.2.10.3). 

CT performance is highly influential in relaying system behavior and can be estimated by methods de
in IEEE Report [B82] or Rockefeller [B93].

5.4.3 Phase-overcurrent protection

Motor circuits complying with the NEC are required to have one overcurrent unit (series tripping d
protective relay, or fuse) in each phase conductor, or other approved means. When fuses are used, t
quences of unbalanced operation and backfeeding of faults following a blown fuse must be consider
relays (50) are used to detect motor supply cable faults as well as severe stator faults. They may
nected to trip directly, or through a short time delay to coordinate with the asymmetrical starting c
when set just above the locked-rotor current (see Figure 37 and Figure 38). When the motor kilovolt 
(kVA) rating is less than half that of the transformer (as a rule of thumb), instantaneous relays can b
for phase protection. Where the starting current value approaches the fault current (motor kVA) grea
half of the transformer rating), differential relays should be used.

When a more sensitive setting than allowed by an IOC is required, a TOC relay (51) is applied. TOC
and motor protection systems are available with time-current characteristics suitable for coordinatio
motor-starting characteristics and thermal limits. 

A TOC relay can usually be set to provide the desired stator and rotor protection and still permit the 
accelerate to running speed without an undesired trip. Normally, the TOC relay is connected to trip d
however, when desirable, it may be supervised by a high-dropout IOC relay [see Figure 10(a)]. Th
relay allows tripping for severe faults, but permits an alarm only for moderate overloads or minor fault
HDO unit is required to drop out quickly below locked-rotor current, preventing an undesired trip d
32 Copyright © 2000 IEEE. All rights reserved.
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startup by the TOC relay. This latter scheme allows a more sensitive setting of the TOC relay without
an undesired trip due to a slight overload. 

Two TOC relays, with different time-current characteristics, have occasionally been applied to obtain
ter match to the motor thermal limits during startup and locked rotor. The two relays are applied wh
characteristic of a single relay cannot provide overall protection for the motor thermal damage cur
both starting and running conditions. As shown in Figure 10(b), the pickup of the (51-1) relay is set 
vide overload protection for the majority of the motor’s running thermal damage curve. The purpose
(51-2) relay is to provide specific protection near the motor’s allowable locked-rotor thermal limits
therefore, has a much higher pickup and a more inverse characteristic. The setting of these de
described in 7.2.10.7. 

For types of motors where starting currents are quite low, the use of extremely inverse or inverse TOC
gives substantially improved protection for short circuits in the ranges immediately above the s
current.

5.4.4 Negative-sequence protection

Negative-sequence current is contributed by the motor or system when

a) An unbalanced voltage condition exists (e.g., open-phase faults, single-phase faults, or unb
load)

b) Stator coil cutout occurs during a repair 

c) There are shorted turns in the stator winding

Figure 10 (b)—Thermal damage protection utilizing two overcurrent relays with different
pickups and timing characteristics
Copyright © 2000 IEEE. All rights reserved. 33
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These negative-sequence currents induce double line-frequency currents that flow in the damper 
parts. The magnitude of the double line-frequency current depends on the location of the fault, num
turns shorted, mutual induction, and system and motor impedance. The danger to the rotor parts is a
of the unbalance in the stator current (see 5.7.2.3).

5.4.5 Ground-fault protection

On solidly grounded systems, phase overcurrent relays, direct-acting trip devices, and fuses afford a
measure of ground-fault protection. For motors where greater sensitivity to ground faults is required, 
relays should be used. Ground relays can be connected residually or to a ground sensor by using a
CT that encircles all three-phase conductors.

5.4.5.1 Residually connected ground relay

Figure 31(b) shows a residually connected ground TOC relay (51N). Theoretically the 51N relay op
only on the zero-sequence current due to ground faults. In practice, however, current may flow throu
residual circuit because of the unequal outputs of the phase-current transformers. This may be
unequal burdens on the current transformers, the difference in the CT characteristics caused by vari
manufacturing, or CT saturation caused by high motor-starting currents. Because these unbalanced
are present, it often becomes necessary to use time-delay residual relays so that undesired tripping
ing does not occur with sensitive current settings on the relay. If instantaneous, residually connecte
(50N) are used, they may trip due to the false residual that may occur during motor starting, or from
back for an external fault unless they are set fairly high. Where a large ground-fault current exis
presents no problem; however, where high-impedance grounding is used, these relays may be of litt
False residual current can be decreased markedly by increasing residual burden through the use o
tap value, or by adding a series resistance. However, the former also increases sensitivity to ground-f
rents. Lower phase burden (e.g., through the use of solid-state phase relays) also reduces the false
current.

Care should be taken when applying residually connected ground relays where several relays ne
coordinated and in the case of low-resistance grounded systems. 

The combination of three (3) phase relays and one residually connected ground relay connected to th
rent transformers is often used to provide phase- and ground-fault protection as shown in Figure 31(

Figure 32 illustrates a method of obtaining sensitive ground-fault protection with an IOC relay (50G
toroidal CT encircles the three-phase conductors, summing the flux produced by the current passing
the conductors within the CT. This arrangement allows all positive- and negative-sequence currents,
ing their dc components, to be magnetically canceled out within the CT, so that only the zero-se
ground-fault current appears in the relay. This means that under all balanced conditions, including
phase loading, all currents leave and return through the toroidal CT. The net flux within the CT will be
It is only when the current returns by a path outside of the CT that a flux imbalance will occur within th
resulting in a proportional current flow to the ground relay. A small possibility of false tripping does e
an unbalanced current (due to inrush or a through phase fault) creates a sufficient net flux, opera
relay.

When using a grounded conductor, the toroidal CT should encompass only the phase conductors an
grounded conductor. Figure 11 shows two methods of grounding the cable sheath when using a toro
Note that the cable shield ground is established on the load side of the CT in Figure 11(a) and, th
does not contribute to the flux within the CT. In Figure 11(b), the shield lead is doubled back from the 
side to the load side of the CT, resulting in magnetic flux due to current in the shield summing to zero
the CT. If the cables in Figure 11(b) have individual shielding tape or braiding, they can be jum
together on the source side with a shield lead brought back through the CT. The purpose of both exa
34 Copyright © 2000 IEEE. All rights reserved.
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to ensure the current measured by the ground relay reflects the ground-fault current and eliminates c
tion of the outgoing phase current with the returning current in the grounded sheath. 

Selection of the optimum toroidal CT ratio and quality is important. For minimum primary current pic
the CT exciting impedance (as indicated by the excitation or saturation curve) and relay impedance
be matched. Therefore, the lowest primary current pickup value may not occur at the lowest CT rat
given relay burden. Primary current pickup values in the range of 4–12 A are practical, utilizing a plun
induction-disk relay; approximately 1 A primary current pickup can be achieved with sensitive relays
latter may have to be time delayed to prevent operation due to zero-sequence cable capacitance cu
during external ground faults. 

When surge-protection or surge arresters are connected at the motor terminals, the sensitivity of the
CT ground-protective scheme should be considered. The relay may need to be made insensitive to th
itor inrush current or to the arrester power follow current. The relay must not pick up on these transie
rents or, alternatively, a short-time delay must be used.

5.4.6 System-ground protection

Where a group of motors is supplied from a transformer having a grounded neutral connection, groun
currents may be detected in the ground-to-neutral connection of the transformer. 

A CT with a TOC relay (51N) is inserted in the neutral conductor for direct- and resistance-grounde
tems. This relay must coordinate with the ground relays in each feeder to avoid tripping the entire bu
fault in one feeder (see Figure 12).

Figure 11—Toroidal CT cable sheath grounding

(a) (b)
Copyright © 2000 IEEE. All rights reserved. 35
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A distribution transformer with a secondary loading resistor and an overvoltage relay (59G) is em
between the supply transformer neutral and ground to provide sensitive, high-resistance ground pr
(see Figure 13). Since the loading resistance reflected into the neutral is multiplied by the square of th
former ratio, fault currents are limited to a very few amperes. Hence, the relay may be used for a
tripping. However, tripping is usually recommended to avoid the possibility of a second ground caus
interphase fault. When high-resistance neutral grounding is used, the sensitivity of the system groun
ing must be commensurate. This usually requires the application of donut CTs on the feeder circ
obtain the required sensitivity. These CTs are combined with either instantaneous or time-delayed o
rent relays for feeder ground protection. An overcurrent relay supplied by the residual current of the
CTs would not have the sensitivity necessary to pick up on the limited ground-fault current.

Line-to-line, voltage-rated voltage transformers, with primaries wye-connected and grounded, sho
used to detect ground faults on ungrounded and high-resistance grounded systems (see Figure 1
should be exercised in sizing the resistor in accordance with established grounding practice (see IE
C37.101-1993 and IEEE Std C62.92-1987), and in selecting a voltage relay that is insensitive to th
monics. The secondaries are connected broken-delta, across which a loading resistor is connected i
with a voltage relay (59G). Single-point grounding of the secondary should be used.

Motors that are supplied by adjustable-speed drives are protected by devices on the output sid
inverter. The means of protection varies from manufacturer to manufacturer and inverter to invert
example, a typical inverter output might be designed to shut off when the inverter current exceeds 2
its rated value. For ground-fault protection, an inverter output might be designed to shut off when a g
fault current exceeds approximately 50% of the inverter rated current. For adjustable-speed drives ap
high-resistance and ungrounded systems, ground faults can be detected as described in the 
paragraphs of this subclause.

Figure 12—Bus ground protection by CT and overcurrent relay
36 Copyright © 2000 IEEE. All rights reserved.
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Figure 13—Bus ground protection by distribution transformer and overvoltage relay

Figure 14—Ground detection relaying for an ungrounded system or a high-resistance
grounded system
Copyright © 2000 IEEE. All rights reserved. 37
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The input side of an inverter is not normally supplied with protection. However, it is not uncommon f
customer to specify this protection. If it is specified, the manufacturer would be required to coordina
inverter input protection with its output protection. Under these conditions, source-side protection 
then be required only to coordinate with inverter input protection and not include the motor (see 6
further detail).

5.4.7 Differential protection

Differential relay protection is a scheme in which the current entering a winding is matched again
coming out of the winding. These relays detect low-magnitude fault currents during normal loads, and
trip falsely during high-magnitude external faults or during starting periods. Differential relays cannot 
turn-to-turn faults in the same winding. 

Figure 15 shows common connections for differential protection of wye- and delta-connected motor
motor feeder cables and the breaker, where possible, are also included within the protected zone
15(a) shows connections for differential protection of a wye-connected motor; Figure 15(b) shows th
a delta-connected motor. The relay responds to the percentage difference between the incoming an
ing current values. Current transformers should have matched characteristics and should not be use
other purpose without a careful check of the effect of CT performance. Three current transforme
located within the switchgear so as to include the motor cables within the protection zone. The othe
current transformers are located in the neutral connection of the motor. Six leads must be brought ou
motor. This must be specified when the motor is purchased. 

Figure 16 illustrates the flux-balancing, primary-current differential protective scheme. Both ends o
motor winding serve as the primary winding of the current transformers. This scheme can be used f
wye- and delta-connected motors. The differential relay (87) detects the difference or internal fault c
Extremely sensitive phase and ground protection can be obtained by using only an overcurrent relay
the through-type CT is located at the motor, as is the usual case, this scheme requires that other d
applied for the protection of the motor feeder cable. The cables from the switchgear to the motor ca
included in the differential zone unless the current transformers are located in the switchgear, which,
requires that neutral leads also be routed to the switchgear.

One method of providing differential protection for a split-winding motor and its feeder cable using line
rent transformers of twice the ratio of the neutral current transformers is shown in Figure 17. An alte
method is shown in Figure 18. This arrangement includes a differential relay (87) connected as sh
Figure 15(a), and a second set of TOC relays (60) connected as shown. This scheme requires a to
transformers and 6 relays, but provides approximately twice the sensitivity of that shown in Figure 17

Figure 19 illustrates an extra-sensitive differential ground-fault protection scheme. The product-type
(87N) receives its polarizing signal from a CT connected in the system neutral. Voltage polarization 
possible by using a set of wye-broken-delta voltage transformers. The product-type relay (87N) can 
when the available ground-fault current is limited to a very low value, and is used as an alternative
toroidal CT with relay (50G) scheme when the toroidal CT does not accommodate the cable space 
ments. The product-type relay is directional, and this must be considered in the connection of the re
chosen because of its sensitivity, not because of its directional characteristic.
38 Copyright © 2000 IEEE. All rights reserved.
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Figure 15—Differential protection of (a) wye-connected and (b) delta-connected motors

(a) (b)

Figure 16—Flux-balancing current differential scheme
Copyright © 2000 IEEE. All rights reserved. 39
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5.5 Rotor fault protection 

5.5.1 Induction-motor protection

Because of the construction of squirrel-cage induction motors, protection of the rotor circuit is not c
ered necessary. Wound-rotor motors may be protected for slip-ring and rotor flashover to ground
circuit in Figure 20. For wound-rotor motors, relays with constant V/Hz characteristics should be
because of the changing slip frequency experienced by the rotor. This protection is not effective at 
synchronous speed, because the rotor-induced potential is greatly reduced. Many wound-rotor insta
depend on the stator IOC device to provide rotor flashover protection. The reliability depends on 
impedance and motor parameters.

Figure 17—Differential protection of split-phase, wye-connected motor
(turn-to-turn fault protection)
40 Copyright © 2000 IEEE. All rights reserved.
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5.5.2 Synchronous motor protection

When the fields supply and rotor circuit operate above ground, one rotor ground does not require im
tripping, and indication-only is permissible as in Figure 21. Two common methods of ground protecti
shown in Figure 22 and Figure 23. The sensitivity of these circuits is reduced when a ground con
appears near the center of the rotor winding or the supply source. 

One method for overcoming this is shown in Figure 23. Without the varistor, a ground fault at the ce
the field winding still results in a zero voltage at the 64F relay. With the varistor in the circuit, there is
point in the field winding that results in zero voltage to device (64F) relay. However, any change in th
voltage moves the zero point because of the varistor's nonlinear characteristic, so the voltage at devi
relay is no longer at zero, and it could operate. While starting, high ac rotor-winding potential exists, m
it desirable to connect the detection circuit across the dc field supply rather than the rotor winding. T
also ensure that the source is free of ground connections prior to synchronization. 

A second ground results in a short circuit in part of the rotor winding. This unbalances the air gap flux
magnetic fields, causing local heating of the rotor and excessive vibration, and possibly disastrous 
between the stator and rotor. 

Figure 18—Differential protection—alternative method for 
split-phase (turn-to-turn) fault protection
Copyright © 2000 IEEE. All rights reserved. 41
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Short-circuit protective devices located in the rotor circuit are generally not used. When a short 
occurs at the slip rings, the stator power-factor relay or the loss-of-field relay is expected to trip the
Low-magnitude faults in the exciter power supply system are often cleared by its own overload prote

5.6 Bearing protection

5.6.1 General 

Bearings are designed to minimize friction between stationary and moving parts. They are also used
port and control the rotating shaft motion. Bearings can be journal or thrust types, for radial or axial
respectively. In general, antifriction bearings are used on smaller motors, and fluid-film bearings are u
larger motors, particularly at high speeds.

5.6.2 Antifriction (ball, roller) bearings

Ball and roller bearings transmit the rotor weight by direct contact with rolling action, and have low st
friction. This type of bearing generally uses grease as a lubricant. Some of the large guide- or thru
bearings may use oil. Failure of this type of bearing usually takes the form of fatigue cracks on the s
of the races and rolling parts, leading to spalling or peeling; destruction of the bearing follows rela
quickly. Vibration detection may be applicable, although regular audio and visual inspection fore
serious conditions. 

Figure 19—Sensitive differential protection with product-type relay
42 Copyright © 2000 IEEE. All rights reserved.
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Temperature sensing similar to that described in 5.2.9.1 can also be applied to bearings to protec
catastrophic damage, even though the bearing itself may not be protected. Overheating may be ca
overlubrication or underlubrication and overloading; however, thermal protection is not practical due
difficulty installing heat-sensing devices in the proper location.

Figure 20—Wound-rotor motor rotor ground protection

Figure 21—Ground-detection lamps
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Figure 22—AC ground detection

Figure 23—DC ground detection
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5.6.3 Fluid-film (sleeve) bearings

Sleeve bearings transmit the rotor weight to the bearing supports (frame or pedestal) through a thin
lubricant that reduces the coefficient of friction. The shaft diameter is smaller than the inside of the b
so that the shaft tends to lie eccentric. Lubricant is supplied at the point of greatest clearance, and is
pumped into the wedge-shaped space between the shaft and bearing by the rotation of the shaft
establishing a hydrodynamic pressure that supports the shaft. When the film of lubricant is destroye
tion losses rise rapidly, and metal-to-metal contact is likely to occur. Conditions leading to film failu
reduced lubricant viscosity, falling speed, increased loading, or particles in the lubricant larger th
minimum film thickness. Since an increase in temperature reduces viscosity, these conditions ten
cumulative, and bearing failure is accelerated. The rate of temperature rise depends on the severi
fault condition and the thermal capacity of the bearing.

5.6.4 Bearing failure

Bearing failure may be due to one or more of the causes listed in 5.6.4.1 and 5.6.4.2.

5.6.4.1 Lubricant problems

a) Incorrect grade or viscosity of lubricant

b) Inadequate cooling of bearing or lubricant, or both

c) Deterioration, saponification, or frothing of oil

d) Abrasive particles in lubrication system

e) Lack of proper amount of lubricant

5.6.4.2 Mechanical problems

a) Failure of oil supply due to

1) Stuck oil rings

2) Lubricant pump failure

3) Low lubricant reservoir level

4) Fractured oil pipe

b) Excessive radial loading due to

1) Misalignment of shaft and bearings of motor

2) Misalignment of coupling between motor and load

3) Improper fit of bearing

4) Bent motor shaft

5) Unbalanced rotor

6) Tight belt or chain drive

c) Excessive axial or thrust loading due to

1) Improper leveling

2) Improper axial alignment with respect to magnetic center

3) Improper axial alignment of driven equipment reflected through double helical gear drive

d) Rough bearing surfaces due to

1) Fatigue cracks

2) Abrasive particles

3) Shaft currents
Copyright © 2000 IEEE. All rights reserved. 45
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e) Loose bolts in the bearing cap

f) Phase current unbalance and harmonics causing

1) Vibration

2) Heating of rotor structure

5.6.5 Protection

To minimize damage caused by bearing failure, protective devices should be used to sound an alar
energize the motor. Bearing protective devices responsive to one or more of the following conditions 
included:

a) Low oil level in reservoir: (71) level switch

b) Low oil pressure: (63) pressure switch

c) Reduced oil flow: (80) flow switch

d) High temperature: (38) thermocouples or RTD

e) Rate of temperature rise: (38)

f) Vibration (used on motors with antifriction bearings in place of thermal devices)

The low-oil-level, low-pressure, and reduced-oil flow devices should indicate the extent of the reduc
level, pressure, or flow by sounding an alarm for relatively minor reductions and causing motor shutdo
large reductions. Prelubricating and postlubricating periods may be employed in the start sequence 
motors, with a monitoring timer used to check that satisfactory lubricating conditions have been esta
before starting the motor. High-bearing-temperature protection is the most difficult to apply effectiv
tip-sensitive, temperature-responsive device, either in the bearing babbitt or in the lubricating oil fl
from the bearing, is generally utilized. Large motor bearings are usually monitored by either a R
thermocouple device, used in conjunction with a complete multiunit monitoring system, for automatic
temperature detection and direct reading of all bearing temperatures. 

The choice of alarm vs. trip function as the response to temperature rise depends on the availability
sonnel attending the motor and the service requirement. The rate of temperature rise of bearings i
the extent and type of bearing malfunction. A slow rise in temperature indicates a less serious malf
than a fast rise. When a high-temperature rise is slow, sounding an alarm only may be satisfactory. 
high-temperature rise is rapid, the motor should be shut down immediately. One type of device prov
alarm at a lower temperature, followed by a shutdown of the motor at a higher temperature. An a
shutdown based on a rate-of-temperature-rise device is the best protection for the high-temp
conditions. 

A word of caution: the bearing may be destroyed before the high-temperature relays can operate
down the motor. However, operation of the protective device may save the journal, and prevent th
from rubbing on the stator laminations. 

Vibration detectors that react to displacement, acceleration, or impulse, if used, should be mounted 
sensitive axis to coincide with the direction of displacement. Such devices are usually deactivated
startup or shutdown.

In many applications, the motor shaft, through its coupling to a pump or a fan, may experience a bui
static charge. Without an effective grounding of the shaft to dissipate that charge, shaft voltages cou
levels where arcing could occur through the thin oil film of the bearings. Pitting of the bearing surfac
ultimate bearing failure will result. To protect against this damaging buildup of charge, shafts are u
grounded using carbon brushes or copper braids.
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5.7 Abnormal power supply conditions

5.7.1 General discussion

Motors are designed to successfully operate when subjected to slight variations in power supply volt
frequency, as defined in 5.2.6 and further defined in ANSI and NEMA induction and synchronous 
standards (see NEMA MG1-1998). However, any variation in voltage or frequency will result in a cha
motor performance (i.e., torque, speed, operating temperature, efficiency, and power factor).

5.7.1.1 Effects on motor performance due to variations in the motor power supply 

In general, the following changes in motor performance will occur due to variations in the motor p
supply:

a) Torque will vary as the square of the applied voltage.

b) Speed will vary directly with frequency and increase slightly with a voltage increase.

c) Operating temperature rise will vary as the square of the motor current.

d) Efficiency is directly related to motor losses; any increase in motor current will result in a dec
in efficiency.

e) Power factor is directly related to motor magnetization (no-load) current; an increase in mag
tion current results in a decrease in motor power factor.

f) Most motors can be considered constant kVA devices; i.e., as voltage decreases, current in
proportionately.

g) Protective devices may need to be adjusted

Although each of these performance characteristics may affect the process of which the motor is a p
operating temperature is of primary concern with respect to motor protection. Operating temperatur
determine the life of the motor insulation. Each occurrence of increased temperature will effectively 
the life of the motor. It is, therefore, desirable to detect these conditions as soon as possible to limit 
of motor life.

5.7.1.2 Categories of current that directly affect motor operating temperature

There are seven categories of current that directly affect motor operating temperatures:

a) Starting (locked rotor) current

b) Magnetization (no load) current

c) Load current

d) Conductor eddy currents

e) Stray loss currents

f) Negative-sequence currents (current unbalance) flowing in rotor bars, rotor wedges, or d
windings

g) Nonlinear loads

The magnitude of each of these currents can be affected by abnormal voltages and/or abnormal freq

5.7.2 Abnormal voltage

Operating voltages that deviate from rated voltages more than the tolerance given in NEMA MG-1
may subject the motors to hazards for which special forms of protection may be required (see 5.2.6
present context, abnormal voltage encompasses the following:
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a) Undervoltage 

b) Overvoltage

c) Unbalanced voltage and phase failure

5.7.2.1 Undervoltage protection

Undervoltage conditions may last for only a few cycles or continue on a steady-state basis. The ef
undervoltage condition has on any given motor will vary depending on the type of motor, the driven
and whether the motor is running or being started.

In many instances, motors may be approximated as constant kilovoltampere devices for a given sh
therefore, current variations follow voltage variations inversely. Balanced three-phase undervolt
accompanied by balanced three-phase overcurrent. The overcurrent protection described in 5.2 and
provide satisfactory motor protection for excessive steady-state undervoltages. That being the case
long-term undervoltage condition occurs, the overcurrent devices operate to protect the motor. Ho
some undervoltage conditions may not be adequately protected against and may require special pro

When determining the requirements for undervoltage protection for large motors, both undervoltage o
time duration and undervoltage of short-time duration (0–15 cycles) should be considered.

5.7.2.1.1 Undervoltage of long time duration

Large motors are typically specified to start successfully, without damage, with terminal voltages as
70% to 85% of rated voltage. Too low a voltage at the terminals of a motor while the motor is being 
may prevent it from reaching its rated speed, or cause the acceleration period to be extended, res
excessive heating of the rotor and stator windings. In the case of a synchronous motor, the motor 
reach sufficient speed to enable it to pull into synchronism when the field is applied. 

A large induction motor rotating at essentially rated speed, or a large synchronous motor with
excitation, may be approximated at steady-state conditions as a constant kVA device for a given sh
Therefore, low voltage encountered while the motor is running results in higher than normal operatin
rents, and in the case of induction motors, results in increased heating of the stator winding and roto
case of synchronous motors, low voltage results in higher stator currents with increased heating of th
with the possibility of the motor pulling out of synchronism. 

In addition, if the dc field supply is obtained by rectifying the ac voltage from the same source as the
supply, the dc voltage is also low or the field is weaker, tending to make the synchronous motor less 

Other issues involving long-term, low-voltage conditions concern the ability of the motor’s control e
ment to function properly. Motor starters typically have primary side fuses used to protect the c
transformer that supplies the starter control circuits. The failure of these fuses during a sustained un
age condition has been determined as the cause for motors failing to start. Undervoltage relays set to
prior to control fuse failure have been installed on buses with critical motor loads.

In summary, some means of undervoltage protection should be used if the overheating caused by
duration undervoltage condition is not adequately protected against by other relays or devices. 

5.7.2.1.2 Undervoltage of short duration (voltage sags)

Often, voltage sags last for only 5–15 cycles (60 Hz base) and, in most cases, no harm is done to i
motors if they are allowed to stay on the line. If motors are automatically disconnected during thes
expensive shutdowns can be experienced. In applying protection for such installations, the relaying
be no faster or more sensitive than needed. 
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In the case of large synchronous motors supplying critical process loads, it is usually desirable to run
ity studies, taking into account the total inertia of motor and driven load, the duration of the voltage sa
the characteristics of the motor. Such a study is most helpful in selecting the protective equipment t
permit holding the motor on the line, and for determining the limiting voltage sag conditions. 

Consideration must also be given to the condition in which the supply voltage is removed by a bre
switch remote from a motor. If the motor cannot tolerate a high-speed reclosure, some provision m
made to trip the local breaker and resynchronize when the supply voltage is normal. Such a conditio
involve reclosure of the normal supply, or a transfer from the normal supply to an alternate suppl
transfer of a motor to an alternate power supply can be accomplished if such a transfer is perfor
described in 5.8.2.

Transfer of a motor to an alternate source, and the subsequent retransfer to the normal source, can b
plished using power circuit breakers or automatic transfer switches.

5.7.2.1.3 Other undervoltage protection considerations

The action of the undervoltage device depends on the service that the protected motor is providing
motors are classified as essential, and should not be removed from service by relays that do not pr
system from the effect of a fault on the motor or its associated circuit. Quite often, the undervoltage
tion is caused by some abnormality in the power supply system that requires the continued operatio
motor so the system may recover, even though the motor may be forced to operate at an overtempe
at reduced capability.

Power plant station service is an area where this condition may exist. During a system disturban
reduces voltage, the system may separate and completely collapse upon additional loss of generatio
ity, which can occur if the motors drop out on undervoltage. The successful recovery of the system d
on maintaining each unit at maximum possible capability. In this case, the fans, pumps, etc., that s
unit must remain in operation, even though the voltage is reduced below a normally designated saf
Recovery can then be accomplished by suitable operator action.

When a motor is not considered essential, the undervoltage device may be connected to trip the ap
contactor or circuit breaker where tripping is allowed. A time delay should be included to allow faults o
tem disturbances to clear before tripping the breaker. The time delay depends on, and should be coo
with, the time to clear or isolate system faults by backup relay operations. 

The type of undervoltage device used depends on the type of motor control. Medium-voltage power
breakers require an undervoltage relay and potential transformer for the sensing and tripping signal
are applied on circuits with voltages of 2.4–13.8 kV. 

Low-voltage air circuit breakers up to 600 V can be equipped with time-delay undervoltage tripping a
ments if used alone. 

In switchgear assemblies, an undervoltage relay and a shunt trip device with dc or capacitor trip can
vided to protect for undervoltage. 

Motor contactors do not provide adequate undervoltage protection because of the low value of vo
which dropout occurs. A more complete discussion of the effect of the motor controller is included in 

5.7.2.2 Overvoltage protection

Operation of induction and synchronous motors on moderate steady-state overvoltage within the tole
motor standards is not generally considered injurious. Overvoltage causes an increase in magnetiza
load) current due to an increase in iron losses in the machine. At a given shaft load, the overvolta
Copyright © 2000 IEEE. All rights reserved. 49
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causes a decrease in load current. Since the magnetization current is a small percentage (typically
30%) of the total current in large motors, the resulting total current will be less than the motor cur
rated voltage. Therefore, higher stator winding temperatures at higher operating voltages are unlikely
that core temperatures will usually be higher.) This is not the case for smaller motors, because the m
zation current is a much larger percentage of the total motor current. However, if motor load current w
remain constant, and the motor magnetization current increased due to the overvoltage, then motor o
temperatures would increase. Therefore, overcurrent devices with their distinct current pickup level p
higher winding temperature to occur on overvoltage than at rated voltage. Only a device that senses 
temperature can adequately protect against such an abnormal operating condition. 

A motor is essentially a constant impedance device during the initial starting period. Therefore, whe
ing with overvoltage, the locked-rotor current is higher than the rated starting current in somewhat 
than direct proportion to the increase in voltage. The locked-rotor relay protects the motor against t
damage when the voltage is not more than 10% above rated voltage at the time of start.

Transient overvoltages can also be extremely dangerous to motors. Motor protection for such conditi
be accomplished only by the use of surge capacitors and/or arresters (see 5.9).

5.7.2.3 Unbalance protection and phase failure

Unbalanced voltage and phase failures are similar phenomena, differing only in the degree of unb
While unbalanced phase voltages or currents are readily identified, it is the negative-sequence com
that actually jeopardizes the motor (Wagner [B132]). Hence, simple unbalance measurements may 
vide the degree of motor protection required. 

When the voltages supplied to an operating motor become unbalanced, the positive-sequence
remains substantially unchanged, and a negative-sequence current flows due to the unbalance. If, f
ple, the nature of the unbalance is an open circuit in any phase, a negative-sequence current flow
equal and opposite to the previous load current in that phase. The combination of positive- and n
sequence currents produces phase currents of approximately 1.7 times the previous load in eac
phase, and zero current in the open phase. This is illustrated in Figure 24, Figure 25, and Figure 26. 
of additional motor losses, the actual value of the motor phase current in each sound phase is closer
the previous load current. 

Three-phase voltages will still be observed at the motor terminals with one supply phase open. The
magnitudes depend on the motor shaft load and on whether any other loads or capacitors are con
parallel. 

When a synchronous motor is running at rated load, and then one supply phase is lost, the motor wi
bly pull out-of-step and must be removed from service. However, if the motor is lightly loaded and con
running synchronously, there will be extra losses as a result of the asymmetry in line current, and des
of the damper winding may result. When an induction motor loses one phase, its slip increases; how
usually does not stall unless the resulting single-phase supply voltage is below normal, or the shaft
more than 80% of full load. The losses increase significantly when loaded near or above its rating
either type of motor, single phasing is a hazardous condition, and steps should be taken (preferably 
action) to de-energize the motor. 
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A small-voltage unbalance produces a large negative-sequence current flow in either a synchro
induction motor. The per unit (pu) negative-sequence impedance of either is approximately equa
reciprocal of the rated voltage pu locked-rotor current. When, for example, a motor has a locked-rot
rent of six times rated, it has a negative-sequence impedance of approximately 0.167 pu on the mo
input kilovoltampere base. When voltages having 0.05 pu negative-sequence component are applie
motor, negative-sequence currents of 0.30 pu flow in the windings. Thus, a 5% voltage unbalance pro
stator negative-sequence current of 30% of full-load current. The severity of this condition is indica
the fact that with this extra current, the motor may experience a 40% to 50% increase in temperature

Figure 24—Current in motor windings with one phase open circuited:
wye-connected motor

Figure 25—Connection of sequence networks for open-phase condition
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The increase in loss is largely in the rotor. Negative-sequence phase currents produce a flux that rot
direction opposite to the rotor rotation. This flux cuts the rotor bars at a very high speed and gene
pronounced voltage, resulting in a large rotor current. In addition, the 120 Hz nature of the induced 
produces a marked skin effect in the rotor bars, greatly increasing rotor resistance. Rotor heating is 
tial for minor voltage unbalance. Excessive heating may occur with phase current less than the rated
of the motor. 

When a three-phase induction or synchronous motor is energized and one supply phase is open, t
will not start. Under these conditions, it overheats rapidly and is destroyed unless corrective action i
to de-energize it. The heating under these circumstances is similar to that in a three-phase failure
except that the line current is slightly lower (approximately 0.9 times the normal three-phase, locke
current). 

Unbalance protection must sense damaging conditions without responding to conditions for which t
tective equipment is not intended to operate. Several classes of relays are used to provide un
protection. 

Phase-balance relays (46) compare the relative magnitudes of the phase currents. When the magni
fer by a given amount, the relay operates. When an open circuit occurs on the load or source side o
supplying the relay, sufficient unbalance should exist to make it operate. 

Phase-balance relays are available with 1.0 A sensitivity and operate if one phase of the supply to th
opens with the load on the motor if prior to the open the load current is in excess of approximately 0
the relay. Caution must be exercised in CT selection to ascertain with older phase-balance relays 
thermal capability of the relay is not exceeded at maximum load. Phase-balance relays without ad
time delay beyond what the available relays inherently provide may cause unnecessary tripping o
motors during phase-to-ground or phase-to-phase disturbances remotely located on the power syste
much as the clearing time of the relays on a power system are generally short in comparison to the 
clearing time of phase-balance relays on the motor, a timing relay can be used without degrading the
tion of the motor. Relay coordination is usually easier to attain with inverse-time relay characteristic
with separate fixed-time delays. Negative-sequence current relays (46) respond to the negative-s
component of the phase currents. The instantaneous version of this relay provides excellent sen

Figure 26—Sequence currents for open-phase supply to motor
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Because of this, it will operate undesirably on the motor contribution to unbalanced faults on the supp
tem and, therefore, must trip through a timer or be directionally supervised. 

The application of phase-balance and negative-sequence overcurrent relays [and neutral overcurre
(51N)] should consider CT characteristics under high-current conditions. Excessive CT burdens re
current transformers saturating during fault conditions. Heavy motor-starting currents can also cause
uration, especially when the starting current has a large asymmetrical dc component. This dc resulti
motor inrush may last for a significant period of time, compared to an asymmetrical fault-current con
This is because of the much greater inductance/resistance L/R of the total circuit when starting a mo

Phase CT saturation usually is not the same between phases and results in false negative- or zero-
currents. Hence, this needs to be considered when applying these types of relays. Unequal saturatio
encouraged by unequal burdens on the three-current transformers. Phase unbalance relays usually 
siderable variation in the burden between the three phases, and any unsymmetrical conditions, suc
gle-phase ammeters and ammeter selector switches, can cause relay misoperation due to unequal s

CT saturation is minimized by keeping burdens low (especially the dc resistive component), by usin
ratio current transformers, and by selecting current transformers with a high knee-point (saturation) v
Even these may be insufficient for the sustained dc in some motor inrush currents. In such cases, de
ing the relay with respect to current, or increasing operating time, or both, may be necessary. 

Negative-sequence voltage or reverse-phase relays respond to single phasing, to unbalanced volta
reversed phase sequence. For motor protection, these relays must sense the same voltage sup
motor. They are particularly applicable to a bus with substantial static load along with the motor load.
all-motor load, the negative-sequence voltage relay may not, depending on the motor characteristics,
for single-phasing at light load. Where motors constitute only a small proportion of the total 
single-phasing of the total load is recognized by this relay, even with no shaft load irrespective of
characteristics. In general, only the motor loads should be tripped when source single-phasing or e
unbalance is recognized.

 

5.7.3 Abnormal frequency

 

Motor speed varies directly with the applied frequency. Motors are generally designed for constant vo
hertz operation. Frequency in excess of the rated frequency but not in excess of 5% over the rated fr
without a corresponding voltage rise, is not considered a hazardous condition for synchronous or in
motors, provided the driven equipment does not overload the motors at the higher frequency. 

At decreased frequency without a corresponding voltage reduction, the flux density within the motor 
increased, thus increasing the hysteresis and eddy-current losses and heating. Sustained operation 
frequency and rated or overvoltage is not permissible if the effect of the voltage and frequency exce
standard tolerances (see 5.2.6). Protection against this type of operation is usually allocated to the
protective equipment; however, more refined protection is possible using a frequency-sensitive rel
volts per Hertz relay, which measures the actual abnormality.

 

5.8 Abnormal operating conditions

 

5.8.1 Incomplete-starting-sequence protection

 

An incomplete-sequence relay (48) is a relay that returns the equipment to the normal or off positi
locks it out if the normal starting, operating, or stopping sequence is not properly completed within a 
termined time. Incomplete starting-sequence protection can be provided by an adjustable definite-tim
or function furnished on electrically operated reduced-voltage, and some full-voltage, motor starters 
tect the machine and starting reactor, autotransformer, or resistance against prolonged oper
Copyright © 2000 IEEE. All rights reserved. 53
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subnormal speed. The stator overload relays do not provide such protection. This is generally sup
microprocessor-based protection systems.

 

5.8.2 Out-of-phase re-energizing protection

 

Induction motors designed for across-the-line starting have the ability to withstand the mechanical
developed by normal currents during starting at rated voltage. Abnormally high inrush currents can 
duced in a motor when it is re-energized soon after a power interruption, and the possibility of d
should be assessed.

Inrush currents under such conditions can be as much as 2.5 times the magnitude of the normal lock
currents for which the motor is designed, depending on the degree of saturation of the motor magnet
the system impedance, and the resulting voltage and angle at the instant of re-energizing. 

The currents and torques are a function of the number, size, and type of motors and loads and the
time before the motors are re-energized. 

Out-of-phase re-energizing resulting from transfer of a motor to an alternate source can be avoided b
five methods: fast transfer, parallel transfer, residual voltage transfer, slow transfer, and in-phase tra
fast transfer is designed to prevent paralleling by minimizing the time that the normal and alternate s
are both open (usually less than 10 cycles). Parallel transfer schemes are designed to have both th
and alternate circuit breakers closed at the same time during the transfer. Residual voltage transfer 
are designed to monitor the magnitude of the motor bus voltage after the source has been lost, and
transfer to the alternate source until the motor bus voltage drops below a predetermined voltage lim
process typically takes more than 10 cycles to complete. Slow transfer schemes are designed to w
predetermined time, usually greater than 20 cycles, after a bus power source is removed before co
the bus to an alternate source. Voltage relays do not supervise this transfer. An in-phase transfer s
designed to monitor the relative phase angle of the bus residual voltage with respect to the source
and connect the bus to the new source when the angle is near zero.

 

5.8.2.1 Synchronous motors

 

Transfer of synchronous motors requires considering the stability characteristics of the motor with th
nected power system. Synchronous motors may not be rated for across-the-line starting (i.e., reduced
starting) and may require special control actions prior to restart. In most cases, transfer of synch
motors to an alternative source can be safely accomplished using fast transfer, parallel transfer, resid
age transfer, and slow transfer, as described above. In-phase transfer is typically not possible due to
problems. However, a detailed analysis of the motor stability after the transfer, as well as consultatio
the motor manufacturer, is suggested.

 

5.8.2.2 Reclosing from a single source

 

The choice to re-energize a motor after an interruption should be considered only after careful inves
(see 5.7.2.1.2 and NEMA MG-1-1993). Transient studies should be performed to determine if the
breaker must be tripped, or if the motor can be re-energized with the new source.

The time for reclosing a single feeder, which may result in an out-of-phase re-energizing, can vary 
depending on the types of relays and breakers used and the reclosing scheme. Protection for this typ
of-phase re-energizing of a motor bus can be provided by some of the same techniques as used for t
bus transfer schemes. The first method is to delay re-closing for a preset time to allow adequate dec
motor internal voltage. The second scheme is to apply dead bus reclosing, which is commonly set to
below 25% of rated voltage. A high-speed underfrequency relay to detect the supply outage and 
motor before re-energizing can be used. The underfrequency relay may not be able to sense the
source power for applications where the frequency does not decrease with loss of power. The 
54 Copyright © 2000 IEEE. All rights reserved.
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problem with underfrequency protection is that for source line faults, there may not be sufficient volt
permit the underfrequency relays to operate. A combination of a voltage relay and an underfrequen
can provide protection for this condition. The third scheme uses a sensitive high-speed, three-phase
power relay to detect loss of source. This scheme requires the relay to be blocked at startup until a s
load level is reached.

Reverse power relays can be used in some specific cases for protection against out-of-phase re-e
from reclosing, but the following problems should be noted: 

a) For high impedance faults, power may still flow into the motor, preventing motor tripping. 

b) Reverse power relays sensitive to reactive power instead of real power usually do not provide
tripping for loss of source protection.

 
5.9 Surge protection

 

IEEE Std C62.2-1987, IEEE Std C62.22-1991, and IEEE Std 522-1992 should be referred to for guida
surge protection for motors. In addition, B.8 (in Annex B, Bibliography) provides references to se
papers that give considerable insight into these issues. 

 

5.10 Motors or motor controls used in class 1E nuclear exposure

 

Since this guide does not cover motors used in Class 1E nuclear exposure, reference should be ma
appropriate IEEE guides, ANSI guides, and Nuclear Regulatory Commission rules when applying 
and their controls to Class 1E applications in nuclear plants.

 

6. Motor protection specifications

 

6.1 General considerations

 

The complete protection scheme must be chosen to achieve optimum service reliability, safety, and
tion of equipment at a reasonable cost. It is essential that the operating characteristics of the chose
protection system be coordinated with those of the supply and, if necessary, the process or load inv
selective operation of the protective and control devices is to be achieved. 

In large motor installations, it may be necessary to consult the motor manufacturer to establish clea
requirements as service factor, duty cycle, frequency of starts, WK2 of rotating parts, starting torqu
rent, acceleration time, cooling, bearing lubrication supply, mechanical stress and vibration limits, rot
stator heating rates, thermal limits, and the effects of surge protectors and power-factor-correction 
tors, if used. If the application uses adjustable-speed drives, coordination between the motor an
system protection should be provided.

In the event of motor failure, subsequent repair and reinstallation of the existing motor protection sho
reviewed in light of any shop modifications (inferior or superior) to the design of the machine. Such m
cations may affect heating and winding insulation characteristics and may include added protection 
such as RTDs. When considering replacement of older design machines with ones of newer design
manufacturing tolerances due to tighter design margins resulting from computer-aided motor desig
require review of existing protection schemes. 
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Selection of the specific protection schemes should be based on the following factors: 

a) Motor horsepower rating and type

b) Supply characteristics, such as voltage, phases, method of grounding, and available shor
current

c) Type of motor controller employed

d) Operating characteristics and settings of protective devices between the motor starter and
supply

e) Protective devices monitoring the driven machinery or load process, such as vibration, torqu
other mechanical limits

f) Function and nature of the process that determines the importance of the drive

g) Environment of motor, associated switching device, and protective devices

h) Cost of protection scheme relative to that of the associated equipment

i) Hot and cold permissible locked-rotor time and permissible accelerating time

j) Time vs. current curve during starting

k) Frequency of starting

 

6.2 Motor protection tables

 

The purpose of this subclause is to summarize the devices available for the protection of induction a
chronous motors employed in general applications. The motor-starting equipment and associated pr
devices illustrated are not to be regarded as a design specification or standard, but rather as a guid
selection of adequate protection for any general induction or synchronous motor application. 

Alternative protective devices are tabulated, the use of which may be justifiable or preferable depen
the particular application considered and the philosophy of operation. Table 1 through Table 5 and Fi
through Figure 33 cover devices used for stator and ancillary protection. Table 6 covers motor field-
tion protection. Table 7 lists selected device designations and functions. 

Note that in Table 6 and Table 7, NEMA designation uses the terminology of ANSI/NEMA ICS 2-1988
the device designations of ANSI/NEMA ICS 1-1990 refer to IEEE Std C37.2-1991. In all of the tables,
tions may be implemented in multifunction systems or in discrete relays.
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Figure 27—Low-voltage motor controller (refer to Table 1)

Figure 28—Class E1 medium-coverage motor controller (refer to Table 2)
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Table 1—Low-voltage combination starter comprised of either a molded case air circuit 
breaker or fused disconnect, and a magnetic contactor with an overload relay

 

Ratings Range of ratings

 

Continuous amperes 9–250 —

Nominal voltage (V) 240–600 —

Horsepower 1.5–1000 —

Starter size (NEMA) — 00–9

 

Types of protection Quantity NEMA designation

 Overload: overload relay 
elements

3 OL

Short circuit: circuit breaker 
current trip elements

3 CB

Fuses 3 FU

Undervoltage: inherent with 
integral control supply and 
three-wire control circuit

— —

Ground fault (when speci-
fied): ground relay with
toroidal CT

— —
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Table 2—Medium-voltage Class E motor controller (refer to Figures 28 and 29)

 

Ratings Class E1 (without fuses) Class E2 (with fuses)

 

Nominal system voltage 2300–6900 2300–6900

Horsepower 0–8000 0–8000

Symmetrical MVA interrupting 
capacity at nominal system
voltage

 

a

 

25–75 160–570

 

Types of protective devices Quantity NEMA designation

 
Overload, or locked rotor, or 
both:

Thermal overload relay
TOC relay
IOC relay plus time delay

3
3
3

OL
OC

TR/OC

Short circuit:

Fuses, Class E2
IOC relay, Class E1

3
3

FU
OC

Ground fault:

TOC residual relay
Overcurrent relay with
toroidal CT

1

1

GP

GP

Phase balance

Current balance relay (per 
motor), or
Negative-sequence voltage relay 
(per bus), or both

1

1

BC

—

Undervoltage:

Inherent with integral control 
supply and three-wire control 
circuit, when voltage falls suffi-
ciently to permit the contractor 
to open and break the seal-in
circuit — UV

Temperature:

Temperature relay, operating 
from resistance sensor or ther-
mocouple in stator winding — OL

 

a

 

ANSI/NEMA ICS 2-1988, 324.
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Figure 29—Class E2 medium-voltage motor controller (refer to Table 2)

Figure 30—Low-voltage power circuit breaker with series trip device (refer to Table 3)
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Table 3—Protection for low-voltage motors, manually or electrically operated, with series 
trip device (refer to Figure 30)

 

a

 

Type of stator protective 
device (all direct rating) Quantity Standard device 

function number NEMA designation

Overload: static trip 
devices 3 51 —

Short-circuit:

Fuses
Static trip devices

3
3

—
50

FU
—

Undervoltage: time-delay 
undervoltage relay 1 27 —

Ground fault: overcurrent 
relay with toroidal CT 1 50 G (or 51 G) —

aSee IEEE Std C37.13-1990 for application of integrally fused devices.

Figure 31—Low-voltage power circuit breaker with protective relays (refer to Table 4)
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Table 4—Protection for low-voltage motors with protective relays and electrical tripping in 
addition to, or in place of, series overcurrent devices (refer to Figure 31) a

Type of stator protective 
device Quantity Standard device 

function number NEMA designation

Overload

Static trip devices
Thermal overcurrent relay
TOC relay

3
3
3

51
49
51

—
—
—

Short circuit

Fuses
Static trip devices
IOC relay

3
3

2 or 3

—
50
50

FU
—
—

Ground fault

TOC relay, residual connection
TOC relay with toroidal CT

1
1

51N
—

—
GP

Undervoltage: direct-acting, 
time-delay undervoltage relay 1 27 —

aSee IEEE Std C37.13-1990 for application of integrally fused devices.
NOTE—Select at least one device under each category for which protection is desired.

Figure 32—Power circuit breaker motor controller—typical protection (refer to Table 5)
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Figure 33—Power circuit breaker motor controller starter—comprehensive protection for 
large motors (refer to Table 5)
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Table 5—Protection for medium-voltage motors (refer to Figure 32 and Figure 33)  

Ratings Range of ratings

Continuous amperes 0–3000

Nominal system voltage 4160–3800

Symmetrical amperes interrupting 
capacity at maximum rated voltage 3500–41 000

Type of relay for stator protection Quantity Standard device 
function number

Overload:

Thermal overcurrent relay
TOC relay
Temperature relay, operated from 
resistance sensor or thermocouple in 
stator winding

2 or 3
2 or 3

1

49
51

49

Locked rotor:

Damper winding thermal relay
TOC relay with instantaneous
attachment

1

1

26

50/51R

Short circuit:

TOC relay with instantaneous
attachment
IOC relay
Percentage differential relay
Self-balancing primary current,
differential relay

2 or 3
3
3

3

50/51
50
87

87

Ground fault:

TOC residual relay
Instantaneous or TOC relay with
toroidal CT

1

1

51N

50G or 51G

Phase balance:

Current phase-balance relay
Negative-sequence voltage relay

1
1

46
47

Undervoltage:

Instantaneous undervoltage relay
Time undervoltage relay
Undervoltage and phase sequence
Undervoltage supervised by phase 
sequence relay
Underfrequency relay (where 
required)

1
1
1

1

1

27
27

27/47

27/47

81
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Ancillary protection:

Vibration limit relay
Bearing overtemperature/wear device
Ambient temperature control device
Atmospheric condition monitoring 
device
Zero speed/overspeed device

1
1 or 2

1

1
1

39
38
23

45
12/14

Table 6—Field-excitation protection for all synchronous motor controllers

Function Standard device 
function number NEMA designation

Synchronous speed device 13 —

Field contractor or circuit 
breaker 41 FC

Field-discharge resistor — —

Field application relay 56 —

Power factor relay (out-of-
step) 55 PF

Field factor relay 40 FL

Excitation check relay 53 —

Incomplete sequence relay 48 —

Table 5—Protection for medium-voltage motors (refer to Figure 32 and Figure 33)   (contin-

Ratings Range of ratings
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Table 7—Device designations and functions  

Protective function Standard device 
function number NEMA designation

Time-delay relay 2 TR

Multifunction relay 11 —

Overspeed device 12 —

Synchronous speed check (cen-
trifugal switch), or ac field
current 13 FR

Underspeed device 14 —

Impedance relay 21 —

Temperature control device 23 —

Apparatus overheating detec-
tion device 26 —

Undervoltage, instantaneous, or 
inverse time relay 27 UV

Directional power relay 32 —

Bearing protecting device for 
overtemperature or wear 38 —

Mechanical condition monitor, 
vibration 39 —

Loss-of-field protection for
synchronous motors 40 FL

Field contactor or circuit breaker 41 FC

Atmospheric condition monitor 45 —

Phase-balance current relay 46 —

Phase sequence relay 47 —

Negative-sequence voltage relay — —

Incomplete sequence relay 48 —

Thermal relay operated by 
motor current (replica), winding
temperature, or both (also 
embedded detectors) 49 OL

Overcurrent relay — OC

IOC relay 50 —

IOC relay, ground 50G —

TOC relay 51 —

TOC relay, ground 51G —
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Extreme overload protection for 
unloaded start of large synchro-
nous motors (usually 1000 hp) 
set just below pullout torque 51R —

Residually connected ground 
TOC relay 51N —

Circuit breaker 52 CB

Main line contactor — M

Excitation check relay for
synchronous motors 53 —

Power factor relay 55 —

Field application relay 56 —

Overvoltage relay, instantaneous 
or time delay 59 OV

Voltage or current balance relay 60 —

Liquid or gas pressure relay or 
vacuum relay 63 —

Ground-fault detection for 
current flowing from machine 
casing or structure to ground 64 —

Ground-fault protective relay — GP

Liquid- or gas-level relay 71 —

Phase angle measuring or out-
of-step protective relay 78 —

Liquid- or gas-flow relay 80 —

Frequency relay, operated by 
above or below normal 
frequency, or rate of change 
of supply frequency 81 —

Lockout relay, manually or 
electrically reset 86 —

Differential protective relay, 
operated by phasor difference 
between compared electrical 
quantities 87 —

Differential ground-fault 
protection, extra-sensitive 
detection relay 87N —

Tripping or trip-free relay 
operates to trip a circuit breaker, 
contactor, or equipment and 
prevent immediate reclosure 94 —

Table 7—Device designations and functions   (continued)

Protective function Standard device 
function number NEMA designation
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6.3 Adjustable-speed motor protection

The purpose of this subclause is to summarize the protection of multiple and adjustable-speed 
Figure 34 details the approach of two-speed motor protection. This application uses phase and grou
tection applied as described in 5.4. Each speed should be provided with a dedicated set of protecti
tions. Other protective functions, such as overload and locked rotor, should be applied as required. M
speed motors contain multiple or tapped windings and rely on contactors to accomplish speed ch
way of alteration of the winding configurations.

The main focus of this subclause is to outline the general protection philosophies related to the type o
drive used. Most adjustable-speed drives employ transformer-isolated frequency conversion circu
drive synchronous and induction motors and, therefore, appear as transformer loads on the electrica
to which they are connected. It should be understood that these motors operate “asynchronously” f
electrical power system.

Figure 35 illustrates a method of protecting an adjustable-speed drive application. It should not be re
as a standard or design specification, but should provide guidance in the selection of adequate prote
adjustable-speed drive motors and their associated drive equipment.

Figure 35 is based on a 6-pulse drive system. When a 12-pulse system is installed, the protection is 
because the 12-pulse system consists of two 6-pulse channels operating simultaneously, with th
source voltage to one channel shifted by 30°. In many instances, however, the input isolation transformer 
three-winding transformer with one secondary winding connected in delta, and the other seconda
nected in ungrounded wye to obtain the 30° phase shift. The differential scheme would therefore, inclu
both secondary windings. The same basic protection philosophy would be used with drive systems th
more than twelve pulse designs. Some drives use as many as 30-pulse systems.

6.3.1 Adjustable-speed drive systems 

The two medium-voltage, adjustable-speed drive systems in common use are the induction motor d
the synchronous motor drive. Both systems include an input isolation transformer, source side conve
link reactor (and/or capacitors), load side inverter, and motor. The synchronous motor drive also inclu
excitation system. The converters employ power electronic devices (such as thyristors) to control 

Figure 34—Two-speed motor protection
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and/or current. Other drive technologies would require similar protection considerations. These i
pulse width modulated, voltage source inverter, and current source inverter systems.

The drive system protection can be divided into the following three zones of protection:

a) Zone 1—input transformer

b) Zone 2—power electronics (drives equipment)

c) Zone 3—motor

6.3.1.1 Input isolation transformer protection

The input isolation transformer is sized to supply the total drive system load, plus allow for additiona
ing due to harmonic currents generated by the drive system. No special protection is required du
additional anticipated transformer heating.

The drive control system will typically limit starting and accelerating currents to 150% to 200% of the 
rated current. The motor acceleration time will vary depending on the final target speed selected by th
ator. The transformer primary overcurrent relay settings should allow for the calculated motor accel
curve based on the drive current limit setting.

Overcurrent protection on the secondary of the transformer should be coordinated with the transform
mary relays and the protection supplied in the drive. The overcurrent protection in the drive syste
typically consist of an instantaneous or definite TOC function integral to the drive control system.

Depending on the size and importance of the drive system, transformer differential current protectio
also be selected. The differential zone can be extended to include the secondary cable to the drive to
additional cable protection by locating the current transformers in the drive input section. Many me
voltage power systems supplying the isolation transformer are resistance grounded, thereby limit
effectiveness of the differential relay in detecting ground faults.

Ground-fault protection is also usually provided integral to the drive system. The method of detectio
vary depending on the transformer secondary connection. Zero-sequence voltage detection will be 
transformers with ungrounded secondaries. Line-to-line, voltage-rated voltage transformers, with pri
wye-connected and grounded, should be used for this application (see Figure 14). Residual current
in the transformer ground connection will be used for grounded wye transformers. A typical setting 
ground-fault protection is 50% of the rated inverter current. 

The input isolation transformer can be liquid filled or dry type. Liquid-filled transformers should includ
uid temperature indication, liquid-level indication, and a sudden-pressure relay. Dry-type transfo
should include temperature indication.

Surge protection of the transformer should be considered if the system is subjected to line voltage
such as lightning and switching transients. With proper coordination, this surge protection can provid
level of protection to the entire drive system from these events.
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6.3.1.2 Power electronics protection

The firing of the thyristors is controlled by the drive digital control system. The control system uses the
ac source voltage to determine proper firing angles and magnitudes. The control system is, th
sensitive to irregularities in the input voltage source. The control system monitors the drive input and
voltages typically via voltage transformers and attenuating resistors. The control system includes m
and maximum voltage settings that actuate alarms and/or trips. In addition, voltage balance 
monitored. Typical alarm settings would be 90% and 110%. Trip settings will vary depending on the 
facturer; however, a typical low-voltage trip setting would be in the range of 70% for 30 seconds, and
ical high-voltage setting would be in the range of 130% for a few cycles.

Short-circuit protection is typically provided by fuses installed ahead of the thyristors. Blown fuse det
is provided by the drive control system. Upstream overcurrent relays should be coordinated wit
characteristics.

Figure 35—Variable frequency drive protection
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Overcurrent protection is provided to protect the input and output converter thyristors and interconn
bus or wiring from thermal overload. Input and output currents are monitored by the drive control syst
current transformers. Current levels are controlled by gate pulses to the thyristors. If an overcur
detected, the gate pulses are suppressed to reduce current to acceptable levels. During speed chan
able current levels are determined by the “current limit setting.” During normal operation, current leve
typically limited to rated current. If currents remain above these levels for a predetermined time, the d
tripped.

Large drive systems depend heavily on the drive cooling system. Failure of the cooling system ca
overheating of the input and output converter thyristors in a few seconds. Drives can be air cooled o
cooled. In either case, temperature switches should be provided to monitor temperatures in the conve
tions. In air-cooled designs, air flow switches are usually provided to monitor cooling fan operation
temperature indication or loss of cooling air flow typically would cause a drive to trip.

The dc link reactor between the input and output converters is subject to overtemperature during ab
operation or inadequate cooling. Multiple temperature switches are typically provided to monitor r
ambient temperatures. Alarm and trip settings are based on the reactor insulation rating. Some drive
include dc overvoltage detection. An overvoltage detection results in the suppression of gate pulses t
dc link voltage. The control system monitors dc link voltages via attenuating resistors. The exact se
the dc overvoltage detection should be determined by the drive system manufacturer. A typical over
setting is in the range of 110% to 120%.

6.3.1.3 Motor protection

The motor should be provided with the same protection as constant speed motors of the same size
tion, because the motor may be particularly subject to abnormal voltage and frequency levels, motor
tion should include overfrequency and overvoltage, or overexcitation (V/Hz). Separate V/Hz protec
addition to overvoltage and overfrequency is typically not required, because a failure of the V/Hz reg
would result in an overvoltage or overfrequency condition. This protection is typically provided by the
control system. Other motor protection is provided by discrete relays or a multiple function prot
system. 

On critical motor installations, the use of a mechanical vibration detector is recommended. Machin
monic currents from the drive output can lead to a net increase in repetitive motor vibrations and
pulsations.

Surge protection of the motor should be considered. Additionally, the impact of applying surge capac
the motor and power converter should be assessed to ensure acceptable operation.

Self-excitation of the motor must be considered when large capacitors are applied on the drives, as th
monly are, and when they exceed 20 to 30 percent of the kVA rating of the motor. Self-excitation may
with high voltages at the motor’s terminals during de-energization. A method of disconnecting the 
from the capacitors during power loss needs to be supplied to prevent this from occurring.

6.3.1.4 Bus-connected drive systems

Some adjustable-speed drive system installations do not include an input isolation transformer betw
electrical system and the drive electronics, as shown in Figure 35. In some instances, there may be
drives supplied from a common medium-voltage bus. When the input isolation transformer is not inc
coordination between the supply circuit breaker and the drive input protection becomes more diffic
some level of miscoordination is likely to exist, because it is not possible to distinguish between
occurring in the feeder cable or those internal to the drive system.
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The type of protection typically applied at the supply circuit breaker and the input of the drive sys
identical to that shown in Figure 35. The relaying associated with transformer protection would n
included. Since the overcurrent protection supplied by the drive control system is typically a definit
function, coordination for overload protection can usually be achieved. Short-circuit protection is 
more difficult to coordinate. Improved short-circuit protection coordination between the supply break
the drive input protection may be achieved by including some delay in the supply circuit breaker in
neous phase and ground-fault protection; however, there is a loss of sensitivity and increase in fault-
times resulting in the potential for increased damage. For a dedicated circuit breaker supplying a sing
system, the benefit of selective coordination may be outweighed by the benefit of high-speed clea
short circuits. 

7. Setting and adjustment of protective devices

7.1 General discussion

The purpose of a protective relay setting is to provide optimal protection of the equipment being pro
The setting or adjustment, or both, of a protective relay function determines the magnitude of the sig
quantity at which it operates. Many different types of protective relays are available, and some relays
tems protect for more than one circuit abnormality. The methods of selecting protective relay settin
detailed in this clause for the protective relay functions covered in Table 1 through Table 6. This inclu
proper protective function settings for implementing multifunction, microprocessor-based prote
systems. 

7.2 Protective device settings

The device numbers and definitions in this section are taken from IEEE Std C37.2-1991.

7.2.1 Device 13—synchronous-speed device

Devices such as a centrifugal-speed switch, a slip-frequency relay, a voltage relay, and an undercurre
or any device that operates at approximately the synchronous speed of a machine, fall into this categ

They are set to pick up after motor-starting conditions, or when the motor current has stabilized. Curr
centrifugal relays are set to conditions equivalent to 95% rated speed. Slip-frequency relays are set 
5% slip, depending on the motor application. 

7.2.2 Device 21—distance (impedance) relay

A distance relay is responsive to voltage, current, and the phase angle between them. It can have
characteristics on an R-X diagram. Figure 36 shows an example using an mho characteristic, but ot
also be used. There is a separate circle for each setting of the relay, and the relay can be used to
change in impedance to verify rotor rotation. The circle is the relay balance point and determines its
By plotting the motor impedance curve on the R-X coordinates, a relay setting can be found that cro
motor impedance at any desired point. The impedance and its phase angle are determined from a pl
rent, torque, and power factor vs. speed at 100% voltage obtained from the motor manufacturer. 
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The size of the impedance circle can be adjusted in very small steps, so it is possible to set the rela
desired value of starting current corresponding with any desired value of time during the starting peri
consequently, at any speed. The distance relay is set to pick up each time the motor is started and
the motor accelerates, as shown in Figure 36. The relay must be set to reset as low as 50% speed, as
Figure 36, to allow the relay’s timer to reset and prevent tripping. 

When the motor fails to accelerate, the distance relay stays picked up and allows a timing relay (tim
current or time undervoltage) to trip the motor. The timing relay is set to trip the motor within
locked-rotor thermal limit (see 5.2.7). On the other hand, the distance relay resets for successful start
a trip can be initiated by the timing relay.

7.2.3 Device 26F—field thermal device

This device detects a thermal overload in the field, usually by measuring the current in the field
directly or by way of the voltage across a shunt. It is normally connected to an alarm. The therma
constant of the device should be selected to be as close to the thermal time-constant of the p
equipment as possible.

7.2.4 Device 27—undervoltage relay

This device is a relay that operates when its input voltage drops below a predetermined value. It prov
adjustable time delay so that momentary voltage dips can be prevented from interrupting the supply
(e.g., induction-type relays, which have a time delay that is inversely proportional to the deg
undervoltage). 

When the relay is an instantaneous type, an auxiliary relay is often used so that the time delay is a
period after the relay contacts have reached the dropout position. Instantaneous relays with timers
very short time are often useful to enable motors to stay in operation during voltage dips, without deg

Figure 36—Locked-rotor protection with impedance relay
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the motor protection. The dropout of the undervoltage relay is normally set at approximately 80% of n
voltage. For cases where voltage drop during starting is significant, it may be necessary to adjust t
dropout to a lower value to prevent operation during the starting period, or to activate the relay by 
after completion of the starting period. 

The timer setting, when used with an instantaneous-type undervoltage device, is normally 2–3 s. Fo
where the clearing time of faults on the source circuits is exceptionally long, it may be necessary to i
this setting accordingly. In the case of high-speed tripping, the undervoltage auxiliary timer might be
as low as 0.1 s. For induction-type relays, where the time delay is proportional to the degree of under
a time delay of 1.25–2.0 s for a reduction from normal to zero voltage is usually satisfactory. The rela
matically gives a longer time for a change in voltage from normal to some intermediate voltage value

Where synchronous motors are located on supply circuits capable of automatic high-speed reclosure
27 should be set to trip the motor-control circuit before the circuit is re-energized. If the rate of voltage
is not fast enough to allow Device 27 to respond while the motors are disconnected, a high-speed u
quency relay (Device 81) set for 58.5 Hz will usually suffice.

7.2.5 Device 40—field relay

Device 40 is a relay that functions on a given, abnormally low value or failure of machine field current
an excessive value of the reactive component of armature current in an ac machine indicating abn
low field excitation. 

To protect unloaded-start synchronous motors, a dc undercurrent relay can be connected in series
field and set below normal operating field current. In some applications, a time-delay undercurrent re
be used to ride through momentary changes in the flow of field current that can occur during 
disturbances. 

On brushless-excited-field, unity, and leading-power-factor synchronous motors, a power relay conne
measure VARs into the motor may be applied. This device should be set to operate when the VAR fl
the motor exceeds approximately 10% of rated kilovoltampere of the motor. It should remove the fie
trip the motor breaker when it operates. 

On large synchronous motors, a relay is used that is also commonly used on synchronous generator
an impedance relay that operates on an excessive value of VAR flow into an ac machine, indicating
mally low field excitation. Where an undervoltage unit is part of this relay, its contacts should be s
because loss of motor field may produce little voltage drop.

7.2.6 Device 46—reverse-phase or phase-balance current relay

Device 46 is a relay that functions when the polyphase currents are of reverse-phase sequence, or 
polyphase currents are unbalanced or contain negative phase-sequence components above a given

7.2.6.1 Phase-balance relay

This device trips the motor-control equipment if the phase currents become more unbalanced than th
unbalance of the relay (approximately 15%). It has a minimum operating current below which the rel
not close its contacts, regardless of the magnitude of the unbalanced currents. Some relays provid
operating current value, while others use current taps to vary the minimum operating current. The m
current tap is the most sensitive and is usually selected, except when the continuous current rating o
is less than the motor continuous current rating. Additional time delay may be required to avoid unne
tripping during starting caused by unbalanced currents resulting from unbalanced CT burdens. A De
relay applied to an individual motor is a suitable substitute for the third overcurrent unit, as prescri
ANSI/NFPA 70-1999, Table 430 through Table 437.
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7.2.6.2 Device 46—negative-sequence current relay

These relays respond to the negative-sequence component of the phase currents and are availa
instantaneous type and the inverse-time type. When negative-sequence relays are used for the D
function, an inverse TOC characteristic is usually used. These relays generally have a I22t=k type of
teristic. That is, their time of operation is inversely proportional to the square of the negative-sequenc
ponent in the three-phase current. This type of relay inherently lends itself to proper coordination, ev
many identical motors on one bus. Motor standards have not established values for k; however, a va
= 40 has been used. A negative-sequence pickup setting equal to 15% of motor full-load current ensu
sonable motor protection. This will trip at a 3% negative-sequence bus voltage for a motor with a 
20% negative-sequence impedance. This threshold condition will result in an increase in motor
approximately 10% to 25% of normal full-load losses of the motor (but are not related to motor load).

7.2.7 Device 47—phase-sequence or phase-balance voltage relay

Device 47 is a relay that functions upon a predetermined value of polyphase voltage in the desire
sequence, or when the polyphase voltages are unbalanced, or when the negative phase-sequenc
exceeds a given amount. 

This device is similar in its function to that of Devices 27 and 59, the single-phase voltage relays. Ho
being a three-phase device, it responds to the three-phase quantities of the supply system. A relay re
to the positive- or negative- sequence component of the applied voltage satisfies this definition and 
the needs in this area. However, electromechanical positive- or negative-sequence relays are sensiti
frequency and, hence, the setting should make allowance for the specific relay in question. This 
significant problem when the relay is used mainly to prevent attempting to start the motor with one
missing or with reverse-phase sequence. A 90% setting is typical for a positive-sequence voltage rela
negative-sequence voltage relay, 5% is a common setting. However, it should not be assumed tha
device will prevent insulation deterioration during all possible unbalanced conditions (see 5.7.1
7.2.6.2). 

A more common type of relay used for the Device 47 function is built on the principle of a three-
induction motor. Such a relay has a torque proportional to the area within the voltage triangle. With ba
voltages, this is proportional to the positive-sequence voltage squared. As such, the relay is usual
close its high-voltage contact to permit starting a motor at 90% to 95% of rated value. The undervolta
tacts are usually set to close at 80% of normal voltage. The control action that is initiated by the und
age contacts depends on the application. 

When the three-phase voltages are not balanced, the area of the voltage triangle is no longer propo
the positive-sequence voltage squared. The torque is now proportional to the difference between t
tive-sequence and negative-sequence values squared. Thus, a condition with 90% positive sequence
negative sequence would result in an effective voltage of 89% of normal. Usually, an operating time 
of 2 s upon complete loss of voltage is adequate for annunciation or to initiate the desired sh
procedure.

7.2.8 Device 48—incomplete sequence relay

Device 48 is a relay that returns the equipment to the normal or off position, and locks it out when th
mal starting, operating, or stopping sequence is not properly completed within a predetermined time.

When the device is used for alarm purposes only, it should preferably be designated as Device 48A 
The time of this device should be set for the normal starting time of the motor, plus a safe time ma
ensure against unnecessary tripping caused by electrical and mechanical variables. 
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7.2.9 Device 49—machine or transformer thermal relay

Device 49 is a relay that functions when the temperature of a machine armature winding, or
load-carrying winding or element of a machine or power transformer, exceeds a predetermined valu
mal limit).

7.2.9.1 Connected for tripping

In setting thermal overload relays, it is desirable to allow the motor to carry overloads of an amou
duration that will not damage it. For this reason, a nominal pickup (minimum tripping current at ult
tripping time) of 115% to 125% of motor full-load current should be multiplied by the correction fa
listed in Table 8; then this adjusted motor full-load current may be used to choose the heater or coil f
relay manufacturer’s table. 

The manufacturers’ recommendations for selection of a given continuous or short-time rating may
from Table 8 and should be given due consideration. 

Most thermal overload relays provided in the smaller size motor contactors have no adjustable eleme
relay heaters or coils are listed to provide protection for motors having rated currents within a specifi
rent range. Frequently, these ranges are specified so that the relay will operate (ultimate trip point) a
of the minimum current and at 115% of the maximum current of the indicated range of the relay. Wh
actual motor full-load current is near the maximum of the listed range, and an operating point of a
125% is desired, then the next higher rated coil or heater is required. In such a case, the actual o
point may be somewhat above the 125% of full-load current desired. Where the overload is adjustabl
monly 10%), a trip setting can be obtained at any desired value.

For relays available for large contactors or purchased separately for circuit-breaker controlled moto
coils or heaters will be provided in steps similar to those discussed above. However, they generally
specified nominal value and an arrangement that changes the nominal value over a range from 80%
to a range of 110% to 120% of the nominal value. In this way, a continuous range of operating va
obtainable. 

When a minimum relay trip value has been selected (i.e., fixed, in the case of nonadjustable relays, o
the case of adjustable relays), it is usually beneficial to check a point on the relay curve to determin
applied setting is reasonably close to the desired value. To accomplish this, the relay is tested at tw
of current, measuring the time to trip from a cold (ambient temperature) start for each current. When

Table 8—Correction factors for motor full-load currents

Time rating of motor Correction factor

Continuous, 1.15 service 
factor

1.0

Continuous, 1.0 service
factor

0.9

Short time, 60 min 0.8

Short time, 30 min 0.75

Short time, 15 min 0.7

Short time, 5 min 0.6
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at 200% of its current rating in a 40 °C ambient temperature, the relay shall trip in not more than 
When tested at 600% of its current rating in a 40 °C ambient temperature, a Class 20 relay shall tri
more than 20 s, and a Class 30 relay in not more than 30 s. At lower ambient temperatures, the trippi
will be longer. The manufacturer’s instructions should be followed carefully for those applications wit
nificantly high ambient temperatures.

Solid-state and digital devices are available that may be used in place of thermal overload relays
devices offer the traditional overload protection for a range of motor sizes and, additionally, include p
tive features for multiple restarts, jams, underloads, single phasing, phase unbalance, and phase 
Often, there is an adjustment to select the motor load current, a choice of protection (Class 10, 20
and an adjustment for percent current unbalance. These devices normally offer the choice of ma
remote reset. In addition, they do not have to be adjusted for controller ambient. (See Clause 8 for
details.)

7.2.9.2 Connected for alarm

The method of setting a relay connected to provide an alarm is similar in all respects to that used for
connected to trip. However, it is important to note that (when relays are connected to sound an al
alarm can only be effective in preventing damage if it is obtained in time to take corrective action. T
ting should not be greater than 110% to 115% of motor full-load current. Some users set alarm relay
full-load current rating of the motor, on the premise that the normal load may be as low as 75% of th
load, and a load increase to the rated value indicates some sort of trouble that should be investigated

7.2.9.3 Relay operated from embedded detectors

Relays that measure the actual winding temperature by means of embedded detectors are preferred
users for large motors. The temperature at which they should be set to operate depends on the class
insulation and whether the relays are to trip or give an alarm. The motor manufacturer should be co
for recommendations regarding settings. They are frequently set for tripping at 5 °C below the allo
continuous temperature for the type of insulation used. 

Embedded temperature detectors are frequently used where motors must operate under adverse c
such as ambient temperature or inadequate ventilation, and should be accompanied by a thermal re
ally, the embedded temperature detectors supplement the protection provided by a thermal relay. Po
negative-temperature coefficient thermistors or thermal switches are also available that can be mount
attached to the stator winding for temperature measurement. Such devices so mounted are necess
responsive to winding temperature changes than are embedded resistance detectors. 

Relays utilizing both embedded detectors and motor current in combination are available to users d
this type of protection. The manufacturer should be consulted regarding their application and setting.

7.2.10 Device 50/51—fuses and overcurrent devices

a) Device 50—IOC or Rate-of-Rise Relay. A relay that functions instantaneously on an excess
value of current or on an excessive rate of current rise. This function indicates a fault in the a
tus or circuit being protected. 

b) Device 51—AC Time Overcurrent Relay. A relay that functions when the ac input current exceed
predetermined value and in which the input current and operating time are inversely related t
a substantial portion of the performance range.

7.2.10.1 Fuses

Fuses for motor branch circuit overcurrent protection must have adequate interrupting abilities, as 
current ratings and performance characteristics that will allow the motor to start and still provide, 
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values of overcurrent, as much protection as possible for the motor, the motor branch circuit conduct
disconnecting means, and the motor controller. These fault-current protective devices are in additio
separate overcurrent devices included for motor running overcurrent (overload) protection. 

Non-time-delay fuses with current ratings of 250% to 300% of the motor full-load current value are u
required to allow the motor to start and permit normal protective device operation at operating ove
The fusing ratio range may be reduced from 250% to 300% to 200% to 250% of motor full-load cu
thus providing improved fault-current protection when reduced voltage starting is used. For fuse rat
600 A or less, the fuse rating may be increased to 400% if required by the motor-starting current. Th
current characteristics of the fuses must be properly correlated with the time-current characteristics
overload relays, so that the overload relays operate before the fuse in the range of operating overloa
motor. Also, the fuse must operate before the overload relay trips and the contactor opens for values
current exceeding the interrupting ability of the contactor. In the case of thermal overload relays, th
clearing time characteristic should intersect the overload relay time characteristic at currents no
greater than ten times the heater rating; this protects the heaters and overload relay from permanen
from fault currents exceeding this range. 

Time-delay (dual-element) fuses with current ratings of 165% to 180% of the motor full-load curre
usually required to allow the motor to start and permit normal protective device operation at operatin
loads. The maximum fusing ratio should not exceed 225% of the motor full-load current. The time-c
characteristics of these fuses should also be properly coordinated with the time-current characteristic
overload relays to obtain the same type of performance described in the previous paragraph. The cu
ings of non-time-delay and time-delay fuses should be approximately equal to the motor full-load c
value when used as the sole overcurrent device for protection against operating overloads and h
currents. Time-delay fuses may be considered more acceptable for this function over a wider range o
ent temperatures because of their ambient-temperature sensitivities and the increased response
operating overloads. 

For current-limiting fuses, their current-limiting capability should also be considered in making a sel
for circuits having high available short-circuit current. The interrupting ratings of all fuses must be eq
or greater than the available short-circuit current at their respective locations. 

Current-limiting fuses are sometimes applied with a circuit breaker in a fused breaker combination
allows the circuit breaker to be applied to a system with fault capability greater than the breaker's in
ing rating.   

7.2.10.2 Characteristics of fuses

When inverse characteristics are used, it may be difficult to coordinate time-delay fuses with overload
in the low fault-current range. The amount of damage due to high fault currents that may occur to
branch-circuit components depends on the let-through energy of the fuse. The smaller the rating of t
the more current-limiting is the fuse, and the lower the expected damage.

7.2.10.3 Device 50—instantaneous overcurrent 

When the phase fault current at the terminals of a motor is considerably larger than the starting curre
motor contribution to a fault, a high-set instantaneous trip unit can be set at 165% to 250% of locke
current to trip directly (see Figure 37). The general requirement for using this instantaneous unit or s
instantaneous relay is that the setting be as low as possible, yet never operate during the starting
Because this type of relay may be susceptible to operation on dc offset, the inrush current value is m
by a factor to account for the asymmetrical current value that may be obtained. The degree of offset 
mined by the angle of the sine wave at the time of motor energization. The duration of the of
determined by the X/R ratio. The factor’s value varies up to a maximum of 1.73. Higher asymmetric
rents are usually associated with higher voltage equipment (4.16–13.8 kV) and stronger fault-
78 Copyright © 2000 IEEE. All rights reserved.
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sources. If the protective device effectively removes the dc offset from the current signal into it, the IO
be set more sensitively. If the inrush current is not accurately known, an additional 10% to 25% is u
added as a safety factor when settings are calculated. The relay tolerance (usually 10%) is then a
arrive at the final setting. 

In instances where the bus may experience a fast transfer or reclosing, voltage and angle differen
cause inrush currents exceeding those of normal motor starting. The instantaneous unit setting sho
consist of the calculated maximum asymmetrical current, at the maximum transfer voltage differentia
the relay tolerance and margin. Settings of 250% have been applied by some users. Some users pre
this high-set instantaneous relay by actual operation test. The usual procedure is to set the relay so th
trip on startup, and then gradually increase the setting during successive starts until a setting is reac
prevents tripping for three to five starts. When this setting has been established, a 10% margin in pic
rent or plunger calibration is usually added as a safety factor. In using this setting procedure, the nu
motor starts within any time period should not exceed the motor manufacturer’s recommendation. It 
be recognized that this method of establishing a setting may not detect a faulty relay and, as a res
provide inadequate protection and possible miscoordination with other devices. This method can
unnecessary starts upon motors, and may result in future nuisance tripping if the maximum asymm
current did not occur during the initial testing. 

When it is necessary to set a direct tripping IOC lower to provide adequate fault protection, an IOC t
be delayed with a short time delay (6 to 15 cycles) to prevent operation on the asymmetrical starting 
as shown in Figure 38. When applying the time delay, the user should make sure that all of the eq
can withstand the maximum available fault current for the total clearing time (relay operate time + au
time delay + circuit breaker operating time). Some static relays have eliminated the need for the a
time delay by having an inverse characteristic incorporated into the IOC function. This inverse charac
is shown in segment E of the relay curve of Figure 39. 

An IOC relay can also be used to supervise a TOC relay (see Figure 40). See 7.2.10.7 for details o
the TOC relay. This scheme allows the TOC relay to trip for faults and serious overloads, but to alar
for small overloads. Typically, the IOC relay is a high-dropout-type unit set between 125% to 200% o
load current. Factors leading to the more sensitive settings include cases where the load currents a
and constant (e.g., a pump application, where the motors are unsupervised, and the process can sta
a single motor). Higher settings are warranted where short-term load increases are experienced (e.
or crusher, where operators are present to respond to alarms and reduce the motor overload, or w
motor is so important to the process that motor loss of life is preferred to the interruption of operation
as a safety injection pump at a nuclear plant). Whatever the setting, consideration should be give
dropout to pickup ratio of the IOC. This ratio must be high enough so that the dropout of the IOC unit 
prior to the reduction of the current to the full load value. 
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Figure 37—Typical setting of 50/51 overcurrent relays

Figure 38—Typical setting of 50/51 overcurrent relays with separate time-delayed
instantaneous element
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On high-inertia drive motors, or other motors with low starting voltage, the motor-starting time may be
to or exceed the allowable locked-rotor time. It is unlikely that a TOC relay can be set to provide startu
tection without tripping during normal startup. In certain cases, an IOC with a high dropout to pickup
may be employed to supervise the TOC relay. The IOC relay is set at approximately 85% of the m
locked-rotor current [see Figure 10 (a)]. The dropout to pickup ratio must be high enough to ensure 
IOC relay will drop out before the TOC relay times out if the motor accelerates and the start current r
from its locked rotor (LR) value. With this scheme, the TOC relay performs an alarm function for over
since the instantaneous unit blocks tripping once the motor is running. (See 5.2.7 for additional infor
on high-inertia drive motor applications.)

7.2.10.4 Low-voltage circuit breakers

7.2.10.4.1 Low-voltage power circuit breakers 

Where motors are controlled by low-voltage power circuit breakers (LVPCBs), it is recommended th
circuit breaker overcurrent trip device long-time pickup be no less than 115% of the motor rated fu
current, or as recommended in ANSI C37.16-1988, Table 6. With the easily adjustable trip charact
available on LVPCBs, in long-time delay, short-time delay, and instantaneous tripping, these circuit br
provide adequate motor overload protection. The instantaneous trip setting should be above 1.75 a
2.00 times the locked-rotor current of the motor. Careful attention should be given to this setting ba
the type of motor (efficiency) and the protective device or system capability. 

7.2.10.4.2 Motor circuit protectors

Motor circuit protector (MCP) is an industry name that has been applied to molded-case circuit br
having special instantaneous trips only and designed primarily for motor short-circuit protection. Acc
to ANSI/NFPA 70-1999, Articles 430–452, an instantaneous trip circuit breaker should be used o
adjustable, if part of a combination controller having motor running overload as well as short-circu
ground-fault protection in each conductor, and if the combination is especially approved for the p

Figure 39—Complete overcurrent protection characteristics
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(i.e., “listed”). ANSI/NFPA 70-1999 further states that the setting of an instantaneous trip circuit br
shall be permitted to be increased, but in no case shall exceed 1300% of the motor full-load curre
exception to this is given in ANSI/NFPA 70-1999 for NEMA Design E motors, which shall be set at no
than 1700% of motor full-load current.)

7.2.10.5 Motor short-circuit protectors 

ANSI/NFPA 70-1999 permits the use of motor short-circuit protectors (MSCPs). These fuse-like de
with extremely steep characteristics and a very high interrupting capacity, permit extremely sma
through current. They must be rated at not more than 1300% of motor full-load current. The devic
required to be part of a combination controller having both motor-running overload protection and sh
cuit and ground-fault protection in each conductor, and the combination must be specifically appro
the purpose. (See IEEE Std 242-1986 for further details.)

7.2.10.6 Device 50G—instantaneous ground-current relay

7.2.10.6.1 Ground-sensor relay

This relay, which is energized by current from a toroidal or doughnut CT around the three supply cond
to a motor, is intended to provide very sensitive ground-current protection for motors. Since the three
currents in the primary of the CT add to zero, the relay is responsive only to ground-fault current (see
32). 

Minimum primary current pickup occurs when the CT exciting impedance and relay impedanc
matched. The CT exciting curve and relay instructions provide the information needed to approa
optimum match. The lowest relay tap does not, in general, give the lowest primary current pickup fo
tromechanical relays. Low-energy devices, such as solid-state relays, generally have the lowest 
pickup on the lowest tap. 

7.2.10.6.2 Ground-fault (flashover) relay

For the fast tripping of wound-rotor induction motors when a flashover from slip rings to ground
occurred, Device 50 or 59 is used. The device consists of a low-current IOC relay, a set of wye-delta 
transformers, and a resistor. The voltage transformers are selected so that their wye- or high-voltag
ings are rated equal to, or somewhat greater than, the slip-ring voltage. The neutral is solidly ground
the phase leads are connected to the slip-ring leads. The relay and resistor are connected in series 
open corner of the delta secondaries (see Figure 20). The resistor value is selected so that with 
impedance, it limits the fault current for a solid ground on one slip ring to 25–30 A. The relay pickup s
be set for approximately 2 A. 

7.2.10.7 Device 51—TOC relays

7.2.10.7.1 Induction-type overcurrent relays

These relays, frequently equipped with one or two IOC attachments, are commonly applied for protec
motor circuits. For applications where the TOC relay is used in conjunction with thermal relays, the p
is set at 150% to 175% of the rated-load current. In cases where a motor is required for emergenc
tions, such as fire pumps, nuclear safety, or other critical chemical processes, and the motor 
sacrificed, higher settings can be considered. A TOC relay with an IOC attachment can be set at 1
full-load current. It alarms for moderate overloads below the IOC setting, and trips for more severe
loads or faults. [See Figure 40, where the 50 (HDO) element is set at 150% of full-load current; a
7.2.10.3 for setting the 50 (HDO) element.] 
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When used for locked-rotor protection, the time-delay setting should be selected to provide 2–5 s 
above the starting time at rated voltage. Due consideration should be given the integrating effec
motor-starting current on the relay. When the start time is in the 5–10 s range, a 2 s margin is satis
For a start time of 40–50 s, a margin of 5 s is more appropriate. 

When the time delay cannot be set to obtain the desired margin above starting current and still pro
motor (i.e., trip before the motor thermal limit is exceeded), it may be desirable to supervise the TO
another device (see 5.2.7). In such an application, it may be necessary to set the TOC pickup at 
250% of motor full-load current. This results from the need to prevent pickup of the TOC relay befo
mho relay resets, thus causing unnecessary tripping of the motor on a successful start. 

In some cases, it may be possible to obtain a better match to the motor thermal limit by using tw
relays with different time-current characteristics (see 5.4.3). This could be a more desirable solution i
made of the motor’s accelerating thermal limit (see 5.2.7). The first relay should have a more se
pickup setting of 115% to 125% of service factor current and provide protection for the majority o
motor's running thermal damage curve. The second relay would have a much higher pickup setting o
to 300%, with an inverse characteristic adjustable to provide protection of the motor's acceleration t
limit, while allowing adequate margin for motor starting.

Special long-time inverse, very inverse, and extremely inverse characteristics are available, and ma
times provide better coordination for locked-rotor protection on motors with varying starting times
Figure 39). 

Motors that drive large fly wheels, in addition to normal loads, are usually of a special design and hav
ing currents ranging from somewhat less than normal, to over twice the starting current normally ex

Figure 40—Typical setting of 50/51 when 50 supervises 51
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for the nominal horsepower. Since starting current characteristics of such motors vary so widely, ov
protection should be verified against specific motor requirements. 

7.2.10.7.2 Plunger-type overcurrent relays

Plunger-type, time-delay overcurrent relays are used, in some cases, in the same manner as induc
overcurrent relays. The minimum operating current and the time of operation at rated inrush curr
selected and set in the same manner as given in 7.2.10.7.1 for induction-type relays.

7.2.10.7.3 Solid-state overcurrent relays

The use of solid-state, microprocessor-based digital measuring techniques has expanded the scope 
tion to a considerable degree. Solid-state, microprocessor-based relays provide improved filtering, 
criteria, measuring algorithm, setting, and testing features. Accuracy is especially important for para
such as overload protection. Existing relays often have inaccuracy in current measurements, which c
from 5% to 10%. These inaccuracies can result in significant increases in thermal losses. The sol
microprocessor-based relays minimize these errors by means of 

a) Increasing the flexibility by designing one multifunction and field programmable relay version
8.3).

b) Increasing the reliability and decreasing the maintenance with continuous supervision.

c) Multifunction features, flexible programmability, and accurate display capability of various ab
malities, such as current, thermal content, phase unbalance, and starting current (see Clau
further details).

7.2.10.8 Device 51G—residually connected ground-overcurrent relay

Device 51G is a relay energized from current in the residual circuit of three wye-connected curren
formers, one in each phase. Quite frequently, there may be dissimilarities in the burdens in each ph
unsymmetrical saturation of current transformers during the inrush period may cause incorrect oper
the relay. For this reason, care should be exercised to ensure that the relay tap setting, series impe
both are such as to prevent false tripping. The lowest possible pickup setting is desirable. A low-
phase relay, such as a solid-state relay, may be used to advantage here. 

In some cases, a large individual motor may be supplied from a wye-connected transformer. I
instances, the use of a transformer-neutral CT for an instantaneous relay (which would then be de
50N) eliminates the possibility of relay operation, except for actual ground-current flow.

7.2.10.9 Device 51R—extreme overload (pullout) protection relay

This device is used to protect large (1500 hp or larger) unloaded-start synchronous motors against 
overload when the motor is running to cause it to pull out of step. It is made operative only after the m
synchronized and set to operate above the maximum acceptable motor overload. The device should 
main ac circuit and remove field voltage. 

7.2.10.10 Inverse time circuit breaker

Time-limit circuit breakers have inverse time characteristics and function when the current in an ac
exceeds a predetermined value. ANSI/NFPA 70-1999, Articles 430–455, allows their use in comb
with running overcurrent overload protection devices for a motor branch circuit.
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7.2.11 Device 53—exciter or dc generator relay

Device 53 is a relay that forces the dc machine field excitation to build up during starting or that fun
when the machine voltage has built up to a given value. 

This device checks the presence of dc voltage, and is used to protect against loss of excitation for s
nous motors when excitation is obtained from a common bus or separately driven exciter. It may also 
to force voltage buildup on a direct-connected exciter at the moment of motor synchronization. 

It is a field voltage check relay set at approximately 90% of rated field voltage of the synchronous mo

7.2.12 Device 55—power-factor relay

Device 55 is a relay that operates when the power-factor in an ac circuit rises above or falls below a p
mined value. 

This device detects synchronous motor loss of synchronism, which is caused by increased loa
decreased excitation. Loss of synchronism causes the motor to pull out of step with the supply syste
ducing high line-current pulses and possible physical damage to the motor.

Some of the relays and systems used have an adjustable power-factor angle setting and an adjust
delay. The relay actuation can be used to remove the synchronous motor from the line (or in rare
cases, to operate an alarm). It is usually set or connected for maximum contact closing torque when
into the motor lags its unity power-factor position by 120–150°. It will then operate for conditions occurring
when the motor loses synchronism (producing watt flow out of the motor and VAR flow into it), or whe
synchronous motor field is lost. The minimum time delay is favored, but the duration of transient e
must be considered when making the time-delay setting.

Most power-factor angle relays are not put into service until after the motor has reached synchronizin
and the field has been applied. A timing device in the potential circuit to the relay accomplishes th
timer allows the potential circuit to be applied to the relay after the allotted time has elapsed for the m
reach synchronous speed. Some of these relays are not adjustable and operate on line-current powe

7.2.13 Device 56—field application relay

Device 56 is a relay that automatically controls the application of the field excitation to an ac motor a
predetermined point in the slip cycle. 

This is a frequency relay used to determine that motor speed is 1% to 5% away from synchronous sp
in conjunction with a time-delay relay, to apply field when conditions are proper to close the field br
On some motors, where continuity of service is a factor, this same relay is also used to remove the fi
ing an out-of-step condition, and then to automatically reapply the field at the proper time and conditi

7.2.14 Device 60—voltage or current balance relay

A relay that operates on a given difference in voltage or current input or output of two circuits. 

In the context of this guide, Device 60 is an overcurrent relay that is connected to operate on the diff
current from current transformers in the split windings of a motor. The relay should be set abo
maximum error current caused by winding unbalance. This unbalance can vary with different ope
conditions, so it is wise to observe the unbalance under light load, full load, and starting conditions
narily, 10% of full-load pickup is secure. A delay of approximately 0.3 s for 100% full-load curre
recommended. 
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7.2.15 Device 81—frequency relay

A relay that responds to the frequency of an electrical quantity, operating when the frequency or 
change of frequency exceeds, or is less than, a predetermined value. 

An underfrequency relay is recommended for the protection of motors from out-of-phase re-energiza
automatic reclosing of the supply when the motor is decelerating. The same device can be used for a
load shedding at abnormally low frequency. The application and setting of this device should be mad
a study of the system supply and motor load characteristics, as indicated in 5.8.2.

7.2.16 Device 86—lockout relay

Device 86 is a hand or electrically reset auxiliary relay that is operated upon the occurrence of ab
conditions to maintain associated equipment or devices inoperative until it is reset. 

It is used for tripping a motor controller or circuit breaker when a differential relay (Device 87) initiate
tripping. The hand-reset feature prevents re-energizing of the motor after such a trip-out, unless the 
resets the lockout relay. The device requires no setting other than an operation check at the minimum
voltage. 

7.2.17 Device 87—differential protective relay

Device 87 ia a protective relay that functions on a percentage, phase angle, or other quantitative diffe
two currents or of some other electrical quantities. 

The ordinary percentage-differential relay used for motor protection does not require a setting in th
sense that an overcurrent relay does. A 10% slope is generally used, with 25% preferred where su
CT mismatch exists. Care should be exercised to make certain that the CT and relay windings are 
connected, and it may be desirable to check the slope of the relay characteristic. 

Occasionally, ordinary induction overcurrent relays are connected in a differential circuit to provide 
ential protection for a motor. In such a case, the pickup setting of the relay should be selected to 
desired sensitivity. The value should be in the range of 10% to 20% of motor full-load current, provid
CT ratio and relay minimum-current tap allow a setting of this range. A typical time-delay setting is 
For flux-balancing differential schemes, relays should be set in accordance with instructions for 
Device 50G.

8. Device 11—multifunction, microprocessor-based protection systems

8.1 General

In Clause 7, the discussions of motor protection have, for the most part, assumed single-function r
basically electromechanical design, although variations of these (i.e., solid-state and microprocesso
single and multifunction relays) have been manufactured and applied for some time. However, as mu
tion, microprocessor-based systems are seeing wider use, a general discussion of their characteris
order.

An overview of microprocessor-based motor protection systems can be divided into five categories
have to do with enhanced thermal modeling, integration of multiple functions into one package, c
features, data collection/reporting/remote communications, and certain application issues. Each of th
egories is presented in detail in 8.2 through 8.6.
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Microprocessor-based systems differ widely among manufacturers with regard to required data inp
settings. However, unless specifically stated otherwise, settings for the various protective elements a
with the same lines of reasoning as their discrete counterparts.

8.2 Thermal protection in microprocessor-based motor protection systems

Thermal protection of induction motors has been one of the major areas where multifunction, microp
sor-based protection systems have improved the basic level of motor protection. The method of 
protection has improved from RTD-based thermal relays and thermal replica relays (relying solely o
current characteristics), to more advanced methods using positive- and negative-sequence curren
based on various simulations of induction motor stator and rotor thermal characteristics. 

The development of a practical method of providing thermal protection has revolved around applying
tion motor models to a microprocessor-based algorithm, which can thermally protect motor compon
limiting component temperatures. The microprocessor approach has the advantage that it can mea
cific state variables of the motor, eliminating the need to simulate the total electrical, mechanica
thermal characteristics. The microprocessor-based algorithms are well adapted to implem
time-discrete forms of the model state equations. (See Annex A for a detailed discussion of induction
thermal modeling.)

8.2.1 Motor-starting thermal protection

Current, voltage, stator temperatures, and motor speed/slip can be measured by a protective rela
motor starting.   In most cases, the number of inputs required depends on the motor application. Motors 
large margins between the motor-starting time and the locked-rotor thermal limit time can usually b
tected by inverse time-current relay characteristics. Usually, one characteristic covers the motor locke
period, and a second characteristic covers the acceleration period. 

As motor-load torques approach motor-starting torques, and motor-load inertia increases, the 
between starting times and locked-rotor thermal limit times decreases. This problem usually requires
ified time-current characteristic during starting that is derived from the expected starting current a
characteristics. This method uses the slip characteristics to derive the appropriate time-current chara
but does not directly measure the motor slip or speed. Some microprocessor-based systems cal
“learn” the motor characteristics during starting and modify the starting protection characte
accordingly.

For high-inertia, motor-load combinations, where the starting time exceeds the locked-rotor therma
time to the extent that motor slip becomes a critical factor in determining rotor heating, some form 
characteristic must be derived or a measurement of slip must be made during starting. Microprocess
protection systems can calculate slip using direct speed measurements, or measurements of starti
impedance. This is used in the representation of the rotor heating to include the reduced heating effe
motor speed increases. 

Some motor protection relays detect the motor temperature and compensate the thermal calculation
vide more accurate temperature tracking. Most microprocessor-based motor protection systems in
rotor cooling calculation for multiple motor-starting applications, which mimics the actual rotor co
characteristics. In sophisticated systems, this algorithm may be used to project the heating duty for 
conditions and prevent the start if insufficient heating capacity is available due to prior running or s
history.
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8.2.2 Motor running thermal protection

Motor running protection is usually accomplished by a combination of motor thermal simulation and
pensated RTD measurements to limit the stator temperatures to a set running temperature, which ta
account the thermal time constants of the stator. Cooling characteristics are calculated and then c
with the RTDs using the RTD time constant. 

The microprocessor has the capability to recognize an RTD failure and take the appropriate action. 
cases, the microprocessor can calculate a temperature based on assumed ambient conditions, eve
any RTD inputs for both heating and cooling of the stator.

In addition to the use of stator RTDs in the thermal modeling for its motor overload algorithm, RTD i
for bearing temperature may also be utilized by microprocessor-based protection systems. The algor
such detection is much simpler than the one for the motor, and the rise in the bearing temperature
used for annunciation and/or tripping. Details of protection achieved through bearing RTD monitoring
cussed in 5.6.

Negative-sequence heating is usually included in both the rotor and stator thermal protection algorith
is added to the normal heating effects to provide an overall heating from all sources to the rotor and
This provides an integrated approach to motor heating. Usually, alarm levels for high negative-seque
rents are provided for determining the source of an overheating problem during running conditions.

In general, the choice of an appropriate microprocessor-based motor protection system depends on t
application. The microprocessor-based thermal protection system has improved motor protection by
of closely tracking temperature limits and protecting motor components directly. 

8.3 Multiple functions generally incorporated into one package

Multifunction, microprocessor-based motor protection (Device 11) is a rapidly evolving technology
there is wide variation in the protective functions provided by the products currently available. Follow
a broad discussion of the different features provided by multifunction, microprocessor-based motor 
tion systems for three-phase, squirrel-cage induction motors (see Figure 41). Note that additional de
different protection packages may be required for synchronous motors, wound-rotor motors, single
motors, dc motors, and adjustable-speed drive motors.

One important variation among microprocessor-based motor protection systems is that some inco
motor control functions and some do not. (Details of typical control functions are presented in 8.4.) A
variation involves voltage inputs—some systems incorporate voltage, and some do not.
88 Copyright © 2000 IEEE. All rights reserved.
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Most of the multifunction protective packages (Device 11) currently available provide the following 
functions:

— Thermal Overload (49): Provides protection against motor running overload by a thermal rep
element, with or without input from RTDs (49R) embedded in the motor stator windings. See
for more background on this feature.

— Locked-Rotor Protection (51): Provides TOC protection for the motor during starting, specifica
against stalled rotor conditions.

— Instantaneous Phase Overcurrent (50): Provided to limit damage from phase faults, and m
require current inhibiting features to block opening of the motor contactor when the fault cu
exceeds the interrupting rating of the contactor.

— Ground Overcurrent (50G, 51N): The ground-fault protection schemes include either a ze
sequence CT connected to an instantaneous ground sensor device (50G), or phase CTs r
connected to a TOC ground device (51N).

Figure 41—Basic microprocessor-based motor protection system
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— Phase-Current Unbalance (46): Provided to detect an open-phase or motor winding-to-wind
short circuit, and usually includes a negative-sequence overcurrent element as well.

— Jam/Stall (51): Provided to detect a jam condition only after the motor reaches full speed.

— Load Loss or Undercurrent (37): Provided to detect the loss of the motor-driven load.

— Undervoltage Protection (27): Provided to prevent motor overheating from prolonged underv
age operation.

— Frequency of Start (66): Provided to alarm or trip when the number of attempted starts with
given time frame exceeds a set number. This function is usually settable as number of starts p

Additions to the basic package may include one or more of the following:

— External RTD Interface (49R): Improves the protection provided by thermal overload eleme
and may also be used for excessive bearing temperature detection.

— Phase Differential (87): Usually provided for large motors. Can be either the flux-balancing t
using one CT for two ends of each phase, or the percentage-differential type using two C
phase.

— Phase-Sequence or Phase-Voltage Balance (47): Provides protection for reversed phase seque
or single phasing. 

— Maximum Start Time (48): Provides protection for an incomplete start sequence.

— Load Increase (51L): Detects unexpected load increase over an extended period.

— Overvoltage (59): Prevents motor damage from excessive excitation current.

— Low Power Factor (55): Detects a low power factor due to loss of excitation on a synchron
motor.

— Current Inhibit:  Blocks opening of the contactor when the fault current exceeds the contacto
rent interrupt rating.

— Monitoring Functions:  These may include visual display of primary current and voltage, prea
of overtemperature conditions, event recording, continuous self-checking, communication fa
and alarms for failure of communication links, internal failures, and control circuit opening.

8.4 Control functions and features

Some of the microprocessor-based protection systems include varying degrees of motor control capa
The control functions and features included range from a single contact output (to block motor start
multiple output relays dedicated to control the contactors/breakers for a variety of starting methods
two broad categories are described in 8.4.1 and 8.4.2. The system may also include analog (tra
inputs and outputs, which can be used for controlling the output relays or motor load.

8.4.1 Block start contact output

This contact is intended to block an external START circuit under some predefined conditions. Typic
ditions, which operate the block start contact, are as follows:

— The number of starts in a set time frame is exceeded.

— The elapsed time since the last start is less than a set value.

— The elapsed time since the motor was stopped is less than a set value. For reversible motor 
tions, this feature ensures that the motor is fully stopped before an attempt is made to star
opposite direction.
90 Copyright © 2000 IEEE. All rights reserved.
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— The thermal model indicates insufficient thermal capacity available to successfully start the mo

— The system is not reset from the last trip event.

8.4.2 Control relay outputs

This feature allows the system to control the motor start and stop functions, essentially replacing sev
crete devices, like timers and auxiliary relays, that are normally used in a typical motor start/stop circu
start and stop signals are communicated to the microprocessor-based protection system via either ha
contacts or its communications port. The logical decisions are made by the system based on its 
which operate the output relays in proper sequence to start/stop the motor. Any blocking of the sta
mand (mentioned in 8.4.1) is incorporated into this system logic. The output relays, in turn, contr
motor contactor(s) or breaker(s). Following are some of the starting methods that require unique seq
of the output relays:

— Direct Online Starting: This is also known as across-the-line starting, and operates the output
that starts the motor at full line voltage.

— Reduced-Voltage Starting: An autotransformer, star (wye)/delta motor windings (reconfigurable
line), or primary inline reactors are typically used to start the motor at reduced voltage, and a
sequently switched to provide full voltage to the motor when certain predefined conditions ar
The output relays of the system would properly sequence the motor contactors or breakers b
the selected method.

— Forward/Reverse Starting: The system would operate an appropriate output relay in respons
the forward or reverse start signal.

— Two-Speed Starting: The system would operate an appropriate output relay in response to the
or low-speed start signal, and switch to appropriate protection settings based on the high- 
speed motor operation.

— Inverters:  The system would operate appropriate output relays in response to a start signal to
power to the inverter and, after an appropriate time delay, would send a start signal to the in
The system may monitor ramp-up and ramp-down times for proper operation (reduced voltage

8.5 Data collection, reporting, and remote communications

Modern microprocessor-based motor protection systems have the capability to gather motor data tha
used for monitoring, data logging, trending, process control, and troubleshooting functions. Typical 
operating data that can be retrieved from such systems include

— Motor stator and bearing temperatures

— Phase currents and voltages

— Time to trip (due to an overload condition)

— Motor status in relation to alarms and trips

— Number of starts (in a given period of time)

— Number and types of trips and fault parameters

— Running hours

— Real power (kW), reactive power (kVAR), and apparent power (kVA)

— kWh and kVAh

— Power factor

Various methods may be used to extract data/information, depending on the user’s actual needs. T
common methods are as follows:
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— The use of a PC-based program

— Gathering the motor data from the protection system into a programmable logic controller (PLC
creating logic functions for process control

— Utilizing the communication capability of the microprocessor-based protection system to incorp
the data into an integrated supervisory and process control system, or a remote terminal uni
connected to a central distributed control system (DCS) or to a Supervisory Control and Data 
sition (SCADA) system

Practically all of system parameters can be retrieved via the built-in digital communication capability 
modern microprocessor-based protection system. As mentioned above, major hardware for the data
tion, process control, and remote communication systems includes the PLC, SCADA system, DC
coaxial or fiber optic data link networks. Various types of software may be used for information retrie
downloading. These software packages have the following common features and uses:

— Continuous monitoring of all the microprocessor-based systems in the plant

— Sequence of event (SOE) recording and reporting

— Oscillographic data capturing

— Easy storage and retrieval of protective element settings

— Trending analysis.

The monitoring program can continuously monitor the microprocessor-based protection system(
determine the status of the associated motor(s) in real time. This provides information related to the r
stopped condition and any alarms or trips by the type of motor(s) connected to the communication 
Typically, all motor setpoints and statuses can be read, such as phase currents and voltages, stator
ing RTD temperatures, unbalanced current, ground current, and metering quantities (kW, kVAR, kW
and frequency).

The sequence of event record feature can mark the time and date of significant events. It allows
recording of all trips and alarms of a particular motor. Retrieval of pretrip and oscillographic data pro
insight into the cause of the trip so that fault diagnostic time can be minimized.

In the event of a motor malfunction, a trend analysis feature can be used to obtain some insig
accessing at regular intervals the microprocessor-based protection system associated with a given m
monitoring program can accumulate a database of the points for a given parameter or several par
which can be utilized for the trending analysis.

The microprocessor-based protection system can also record historical data for the motor, such as
hours, number of starts, and number of trips, including a list of the number trips by type (i.e., ove
unbalance, ground, RTD, etc.).

8.6 Application issues

The use of multifunction, microprocessor-based protection systems has gained widespread accep
manufacturers have improved design techniques and testing methods to overcome earlier problems
susceptibility to conducted and radiated electromagnetic noise and power supply failures. They ar
used in new installations and in older plants to replace electromechanical relays. When retrofittin
systems, decisions not to use microprocessor-based systems are usually made only when direct e
chanical replacements are readily available in stock, or when existing control power is not compatib
standard off-the-shelf microprocessor-based systems (requiring the new devices to be customized
nuclear industry, similar decisions are often made because safety/nuclear-qualified microprocesso
protection systems are not readily available. 
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Annex A

(informative) 

Induction motor thermal protection basics

Motors are designed so that temperatures derived from characteristic hot spots created during wo
heating conditions, such as rotor temperature during starting do not exceed the design maximums. F
is an explanation of how motor thermal design and application can affect the requirements for the 
starting relay protection system.

A.1 Induction motor heating fundamentals

The standard positive-sequence electrical model for an induction motor is shown in Figure A.1.

For heating effects, the resistances of the electrical model are the key factors. R3 represents the stator con
ductor heating from the stator current I1. R6 represents the excitation core heating. R4 represents the rotor
conductor heating. R4(1–S)/S is the resistance that accounts for the slip-dependent watts conver
mechanical power. 

Representing the temperature of a conductor being heated by a current through its resistance is imp
motor thermal protection. Figure A.2 represents the thermal model. There are a number of important
in considering conductor heating from this resistance. First, the resistance heating is evenly distribute
the conductor and has a very quick time constant for temperature rise. The time constant is assum
zero for this case. From Figure A.2, it can be seen that the total resistance is the sum of the resist
each section. Because of the uniformity of the heating characteristic along the conductor length, the 
ature rise is consistent along the length when there is no heat loss and the average temperatu
conductor is being calculated. Equation (2) in Figure A.2 shows the relationship between the resistan
rent, and thermal capacitance.

The same type of analysis shown in Figure A.2 for conductor heating can be used for the magnetic co
ing because the eddy-current losses are evenly distributed throughout the material, and the excitation

Figure A.1—Electrical model
Copyright © 2000 IEEE. All rights reserved. 93
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flowing through the resistance is analogous to the current flowing through the conductor. The therma
itance is a different value for the magnetic material than it is for the conductor material. Therefore, us
different value, temperature rise in the core can be calculated in the same way as temperature ris
conductor.

A.2 Induction motor thermal characteristics during starting

The starting times for induction motors are short compared to the time required for the heat to flow fr
rotor conductors to the stator and ambient air. Therefore, the temperature rise during starting 
approximated based on no loss of heat during the starting cycle. This is conservative, but provides
approximation. The rotor resistance, R4, generates the heating in the rotor during motor starting. This c
ductor resistance heating is similar to the heating example in Figure A.2.   The temperature rise in the
given by the following equation:

Rotor temperature rise

(A-1)

Given that the resistance of the rotor is uniform over its length, Equation (A-1) can be reduced to

(A-2)

where 

Rr is the total resistance of the rotor. 

Equation (A-2) is valid over any range where the current, I4, and the resistance, Rr , are constant. This condi-
tion is true for the locked-rotor starting condition. In Figure A.1, this is represented by a slip (S) equal 

Figure A.2—Conductor temperature characteristics

Tc T0– Σ 1 CTH⁄( )I4
2Ri tc to–( )=

Tc T0– 1 CTH⁄( )I4
2Rr tc to–( )=
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which reduces the term R4(1–S)/S to zero. The locked-rotor current generates heat in the rotor condu
over the full time period. The locked-rotor limit curve represents this condition, and is the motor ma
turer’s limit for locked-rotor current of a given magnitude. As demonstrated by Equation (A-2)
locked-rotor limit represents a limiting temperature rise in the rotor. The cold locked-rotor curve repr
starting at the ambient temperature of the rotor, and the hot locked-rotor curve represents starting at
ning temperature of the rotor.

The only complication in calculating this temperature is knowing the rotor resistance, which change
temperature and speed. This makes the calculation more complex than Equation (A-2), but it will be 
demonstrate the heating characteristics during locked-rotor conditions.

From Figure A.1, it can be seen that once the motor begins to turn and the slip changes to someth
than one, the term R4(1–S)/S becomes non-zero. Because of the relative sizes of X4 and R4, this change does
not significantly affect the starting current until the slip is much lower. I4 does not change dramatically unt
the slip reaches a relatively low value. During this time, the motor appears to still be in the locked-roto
dition as far as the current magnitude is concerned, even though a large portion of the energy may b
into acceleration of the rotor and not into heating of the conductors.

The reason for this is that the rotor resistance changes as the motor accelerates. At the locked-roto
tion, the rotor resistance is seeing a current at a frequency of 60 Hz. As the motor begins to accele
frequency seen by the rotor resistance decreases in proportion to the speed. The decrease in cu
quency results in a decrease in the “skin effect” current, which decreases the resistance of the roto
term R4(1–S)/S increases. The same current flowing in the rotor with the motor accelerating has much
a heating effect in the rotor. 

A.3 Motor-starting protection 

This speed-based heating characteristic of induction motors during starting can complicate the me
starting protection. This complication occurs when the I2t of the motor (including the accelerating torque
for a normal start begins to approach the I2t of the motor in the locked-rotor condition. As long as the sta
ing I2t of the motor is much less than the locked-rotor I2t, overcurrent relays looking at the stator current c
protect the motor. The only requirement is that the overcurrent curves be able to provide an appropria
acteristic that coordinates with the locked-rotor thermal limit curves.

For motors with very high-inertia loads, the I2t based on the stator currents during starting may equa
exceed the locked-rotor I2t. To allow the high-inertia motor to start and to protect it during starting, a re
with the capability of distinguishing the portion of the starting I2t, which is actually heating the rotor from
the portion going to the second term R4 (1–S)/S, is required. In this way, the heating I2t can be calculated
and compared to the locked-rotor I2t limit. This will allow the relay to protect the rotor from a temperatu
that exceeds its design limit. The techniques used to accomplish this are described in the high-inertia
starting protection clauses.

A.4 Summary

The protection engineer must have an understanding of motor thermal characteristics to successfully
the motor during starting. Choice of an appropriate motor-starting protection scheme requires that t
tection engineer be able to determine whether the motor is a high-inertia starting application. Knowle
the rotor variable heating characteristics and of the acceleration characteristics of the motor and the l
aid in selecting the appropriate scheme. 
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